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Public Sector Contracts and Concessions: the FGC and the 

Confidential Assessments 
Second Bi-Annual Report 

 
A.   Summary and Recommendations 

 
a. The last public FGC report on contracts and concessions was dated January 8, 

2015 (the January 8 report).   
 
b. After a period of inactivity coinciding with the change in Prime Minister and 

Council of Ministers, the past 2-3 months has seen a measurable improvement 
in cooperation between the Federal Government line ministries and the FGC. A 
significant number of FGC Confidential Assessments are now being used as a 
basis for Federal Government action.  Getting to this point has been slower and 
less consistent across Ministries than desirable, but comments made by a 
variety of Federal Government interlocutors suggest that FGC reviews of 
contracts and concessions are now, for the most part, taken seriously.  There 
are important exceptions to this trend, however.  The respective line ministries 
have remained unresponsive to the FGC's review of the Soma Oil and Gas 
Exploration Ltd concession (Soma), and have failed to respond consistently or 
to communicate clearly on the FGC's review of the Somalia FishGuard Ltd 
concession (FishGuard).  These were two of the most controversial 
concessions reviewed in 2014, and have important implications for Federal-
Regional relations. It should be noted that Parliament has recently recognized 
and endorsed the role played by the FGC in reviewing contracts and 
concessions, and has supported the FGC's recommendations for these two 
agreements (paragraph 22). 

 
c. The FGC has provided Confidential Assessments or commentary on all the 

contracts it has so far received, and can now put more effort into helping 
ministries follow up on FGC recommendations.  The FGC will also now focus on 
three new lines of contract-related work: 

 
i. Competitive procurement: The first is helping the Federal 

Government introduce competitive procurement.  Although this is an 
integral part of the draft Public Procurement, Concessions and Disposal 
Act, Somalia has very little recent experience of drawing up tender 
documents and managing competitive bidding.  It is time to begin 
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acquiring it; it is not necessary to wait until the Act has passed before 
establishing competitive precedents.  As this report will describe, the 
Federal Government has established an Interim National Procurement 
Board (INPB) to work with the FGC.  The INPB has already been 
tasked by H. E. the President with managing competitive bidding for 
future security-related food and logistics supplies, which account for 
at least USD7.7 million per year for rations alone.  With FGC support 
(including technical assistance that the FGC and the African Legal 
Support Facility can finance, or help facilitate), the INPB can also 
respond to the Ministry of Power and Water’s wish to create a 
competitive tender for Mogadishu’s electricity supply, and to the 
urgent need to introduce open bidding into two other sectors – oil & 
gas (see paragraphs 47-48) and fisheries (see paragraph 70).  The 
INPB could thereby set a major public financial management 
precedent for Federal Government. 

 
ii. Regional Government contracts and concessions: A second area of 

potential future FGC work is with the Regional Governments. There 
are two possible dimensions to this. The first is to offer the FGC’s 
advisory services to any Regional Government that values an FGC 
opinion on new or existing contracts.  To date, only Galmudug Region 
has approached the FGC, asking in September 2014 for FGC views on 
an oil Production Sharing Agreement contract between Galmudug 
State/Galmudug Somali Petroleum Corporation and Petro Quest 
Africa.  The FGC consists of Federal Government officials and IFI 
representatives, and requesting ‘advice’ from this body implies a level 
of trust by Regional Governments.  In order to build trust, and to 
demonstrate that the FGC’s purpose is to help the public sector obtain 
value for money, the FGC will meet informally with Regional 
Government officials to explain the nature of the Confidential 
Assessment process and its 'arms-length' relationship with the 
Federal Government.  

 
iii. Inter-governmental fiscal relations: The FGC will also explore how 

it can help the Federal Government and the Regions forge agreements 
on revenue-sharing arrangements.  The Terms of Reference (TORs) of 
the FGC include advising on fiscal federalism, and the need for 
revenue-sharing frameworks is clear from the FGC’s work on oil & gas 
and fisheries contracting.  The FGC does not wish to complicate 
discussions between the Federal Government and the Regions, or 
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supplant facilitation by international partners.  The FGC would seek to 
play a catalytic role (as it did in 2014 when initiating work on the Use 
of Country Systems), offering ‘in-time’ technical advice to all parties 
(for example, on successful Federal-regional revenue-sharing 
formulae in countries with institutional capacities and de facto 
revenue and expenditure assignments comparable to Somalia).  The 
FGC's work on revenue-sharing would need to take account of the 
overall assignment of functions and distribution of resources between 
Federal and Regional levels. 

 
d. The FGC's work on contracts and concessions was always intended to be 

temporary, serving as a bridge until Federal Government capacity and 
accountability mechanisms have been established.  The lengthy delays in 
passing the Public Procurement, Concessions and Disposal Act and in activating 
the INPB have prolonged the period in which the FGC needs to continue 
reviewing contracts and concessions.  In view of this, and of the proposed new 
lines of work, it is reasonable to assume that the FGC should continue to work 
on public procurement for at least another year.  
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B.   Overview 
 
1. The Financial Governance Program and the Financial Governance Committee 
(FGP and FGC) were established by agreement between the Federal Government of 
Somalia and the international community in early 2014.  The April 23, 2014 TORs of 
the Financial Governance Program require the FGC to "provide advice on existing 
concessions [and] contracts the Federal Government of Somalia has entered into".  At 
the FGC meeting of May 23, 2014, this remit was extended to include reviewing all 
draft concessions and contracts worth over US$5 million, until such time as capable 
new national institutions can take over the review function.   
 
2. The FGC's mandate creates an obligation by the Federal Government to 
deliver all relevant contracts to the Committee for review, and to take account of the 
substance of the FGC's reviews.  FGC reviews are confidential in nature, and have 
been carried out by one of the International Financial Institution (IFI) delegates who 
sits as a member of the FGC1.  This is the second report on the FGC's reviews of 
contracts and concessions and the Federal Government's response to these reviews 
(the first report was released on January 8, 2015).   
 
3. To date, 12 signed and 3 draft Federal Government contracts and concessions 
have been identified2; of these, 10 signed contracts and the 3 drafts have so far been 
given to the FGC for review.  The FGC has delivered 12 Confidential Assessments 
and 3 Supplementary Confidential Assessments3, while comments on 1 other (the 
ADCO Group of Companies contract) are provided in this paper: a Confidential 
Assessment is not warranted in this case.  In addition, 1 contract signed by a 
Regional Government4 has been passed on to the FGC for comment (see Exhibit 1 for 
full agreement-by-agreement details). 
 
4. The FGC's mandate was conveyed to the Council of Ministers by the Minster 
of Finance and Chair of the FGC in April 2014.  Despite this, it has proven hard to 
                                                        
1 The current reviewer is the World Bank's IFI delegate to the FGC, with technical support from 
World Bank staff, and in some cases in 2014 from the African Development Bank's African Legal 
Support Facility (ALSF). 
2 It should be noted that this list excludes the asset recovery agreement between the Central bank of 
Somalia and Shulman, Rogers, Gandal, Pordy & Ecker PA, which was reviewed separately in 
November 2013 by the UNODC/World Bank's Stolen Asset Recovery (StAR) Initiative.  It also 
excludes the various food and logistics contracts for the Somali security forces (paragraph 14),  the 
number of which is currently unknown and the existence of which has only recently come to the 
attention of the FGC's IFI reviewer. 
3 A Supplementary Confidential Assessment is sometimes needed as a follow-up to a Confidential 
Assessment. 
4 The concession agreement between Galmudug State and Galmudug Somali Petroleum Corporation, 
and Petro Quest Africa. 
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identify and/or to obtain some of the agreements; in fact 7 of the 15 drafts and 
contracts so far identified were initially brought to the FGC's attention by non-
Government interlocutors5.   This leaves the FGC unable to claim that it is aware of 
all draft and signed Federal Government contracts.   
 
5. What is more, 4 agreements are known to have been signed by Federal 
Government Ministers since April 23, 2014, including one by the former FGC Chair 
himself in September 2014, and one as recently as May 25 this year6.  This last 
incident, the signing of an import-export quality control concession with Proje 
Gözetim Mühendislik (PGM Turkey or ‘Project Inspection Engineering’) by the 
Minster of Commerce and Industry, triggered a May 18, 2015 Prime Ministerial 
Order which made it clear that all international agreements must be approved, prior 
to signature, by the Prime Minister's Office and the Council of Ministers -- though it 
would appear from an inspection of PGM Turkey's website that the contract has 
been allowed to stand, and that implementation is proceeding7.  However, it is fair to 
say that the pace of unauthorized contract signing has slowed significantly since 
20138.  
 
6. In 2014 and early 2015, line ministry responsiveness to FGC Confidential 
Assessments was poor.   In 2014, only 4 Confidential Assessments provoked 
ministerial responses to the FGC: in each case, the line ministry in question also 
made attempts to renegotiate the contract9.   Those various efforts were all 
suspended when Prime Minister Abdiweli Sheikh Ahmed and his Council of 
Ministers left office.  
 
7. With the assistance of a newly-staffed FGC Secretariat, this picture has 
improved significantly in the past 2-3 months.  Out of the 12 agreements on which 
the FGC has provided Confidential Assessments, 2 draft contracts have been 

                                                        
5 By the date of the agreement: a) signed: ADCO Group (2011), Atlantic Marine Offshore Group, 
Somalia-FishGuard, Great Horn Development Company (2013), Polaris Energy SDN BHD, Mubadala 
Oil and Gas Holding Company LLC (2014); b) draft: Spectrum ASA (2014). 
6 The 4 are the contract signed on June 18, 2014 by the Minister of Petroleum Resources with the 
Mubadala Oil and Gas Holding Company LLC; the Memorandum of Agreement signed in June 2014 by 
the Minister of Power and Water with Polaris Energy SDN BHD; the renewal by the Minister of 
Finance of the ADCO Group contract on September 2, 2014; and the contract signed on May 25, 2015 
by the Minister of Industry and Commerce with Proje Gözetim Mühendislik (PGM Turkey). 
7 It should be noted that the TORs for the Interim National Procurement Board indicate that any 
contract or concession valued at US$5 million or over signed without following INPB/FGC review 
procedures "will have no legal validity". 
8 Of the 13 signed agreements, one was signed in 2011, one in 2012, 8 in 2013, 3 in 2014 (including 
one renewal), and one in 2015. 
9 The four being the CGG/Robertson GeoSpec International, Favori LLC, Albayrak Turizm Inşaat 
Ticaret A.Ş and Somalia-FishGuard Ltd. agreements. 
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redrafted in direct response to FGC advice10, and the FGC's recommendations are 
guiding ministerial action on 7 other draft or signed agreements.  In 5 of these cases, 
ministries are now taking steps to review, cancel or curtail the contract in 
question11, while the process of renegotiation that stalled last November is being 
revived for 2 of the above-mentioned contracts12.   This leaves 2 cases in which no 
ministerial response or action has taken place following the FGC's Confidential 
Assessments13, and 1 other in which the intentions of the ministry in question 
remain unclear14. 
 
8.  In addition to the 12 agreements for which the FGC has prepared 
Confidential Assessments, 4 other contracts and concessions have come to the FGC's 
attention.  In 2 of these cases, the concerned ministry has ignored FGC efforts to 
obtain the contract15.  A third, the Petro Quest Africa concession, was referred to the 
FGC after the former government of Galmudug Region asked for the Federal 
Government's opinion on the contract; the FGC asked some preliminary questions 
but is awaiting the outcome of discussions between the Federal Ministry of 
Petroleum and Mineral Resources and the new Government of Galmudug before 
carrying out any further analysis.  The fourth, the ADCO Group of Companies 
concession, was brought to the FGC's attention only after it had been terminated. 
 
9. Progress towards any substantive revision and/or renegotiation of an 
agreement has generally been very slow.  There are a number of reasons for this.  
One is a lack of technical and negotiation capacity in the Federal Government, and 
an unwillingness by the donor community so far to supplement this in a convincing 
manner.  A second is an absence of data/file storage and continuity management 
systems, resulting in a loss of institutional knowledge and serious delays when 
ministers change.  In other instances,  however, disagreements within the Federal 
Government structure have delayed remedial action.  This appears to be the case 
with the Somalia-FishGuard Ltd and Soma Oil and Gas Exploration Ltd concessions.  
 
10. Two points are worth re-emphasizing.  First, FGC Confidential Assessments 
have not recommend wholesale cancellation of all of the contracts reviewed, even 
though none of them were subject to competitive tender, and by a strict 
                                                        
10 CGG/Robertson GeoSpec International, Spectrum ASA. 
11 Mogadishu Port Container Terminal and Simatech International, AMO Shipping Company Ltd, TGS-
NOPEC Geophysical Company ASA, Mubadala Oil and Gas Holding Company LLC, Polaris Energy SDN 
BHD. 
12 Favori LLC, Albayrak Turizm Inşaat Ticaret A.Ş. 
13 Soma Oil and Gas Exploration Ltd, Great Horn Development Company. 
14 Somalia-FishGuard Ltd. 
15 Atlantic Marine and Offshore Group (Ministry of Defense), Proje Gözetim Mühendislik -- PGM 
Turkey (Ministry of Commerce and Industry). 
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interpretation of mid-Twentieth Century legacy laws are therefore invalid.  In view 
of the ambivalent status of the old legislation and the legal limbo caused by delays in 
passing the Public Procurement, Concessions and Disposal Act, though, the FGC has 
taken a pragmatic position on these agreements, looking less at process and more at 
the value for money to the nation embodied in a particular contract16.   Second, 
although the Federal Government is obliged to deliver signed/draft concessions and 
contracts to the FGC for review, an FGC Confidential Assessment is an advisory 
opinion -- not an FGC instruction.  The Federal Government is thus free to disagree 
with the FGC's findings.  The FGC does, however, expect a considered reaction to its 
review from the concerned ministry, including an explanation of what it has chosen 
to do with the advice provided, and why it disagrees with FGC findings when it does.  
This expectation is substantiated by the TORs for the Interim National Procurement 
Board (paragraph 13), which require Government ministries and agencies to 
provide all draft contracts to the INPB, which will then "share all such draft 
contracts and concession agreements with the FGC for a Confidential Assessment of 
the proposed contract, and will carefully consider the FGC’s recommendations, 
noting in writing the points with which it agrees and those with which it disagrees".  
To this point, line ministries have not provided any written reactions to FGC 
Confidential Assessments17. 
 
11. In the January 8 report, the FGC recommended that all contracts and 
concessions awarded by the Federal Government should be published on the 
Ministry of Finance’s website within two weeks of signature.  This has not yet 
happened.   Signed public contracts should be a matter of public record.   
 
12. The same is true of the Confidential Assessments themselves -- once the 
dialog on a particular contract has been completed, a version of the Confidential 
Assessment that omits sensitive proprietary information should be made available 
to the public.  This stage is expected to be reached soon on 6 of the agreements 
reviewed18.   
 
                                                        
16 Legacy legislation also makes certain stipulations which are either redundant or unrealistic (thus 
public procurement is covered in the Financial and Accounting Procedures of the State, Law No. 02 of 
December 29, 1961 and No. 317 of December 17, 1962, as amended by a Decree of the President of 
the Supreme Revolutionary Council of 23 December 1971; under Article 53 of the Stores Regulations 
enacted under this amendment, a Minister may only enter into a contract of up to 1,500 Somali 
Shillings, above which sum he/she must proceed through a National Tender Board that no longer 
functions). 
17 Except in the cases of the CGG/Robertson GeoSpec International and Spectrum ASA agreements, in 
the form of proposed amendments to the draft contracts. 
18 Mogadishu Port Container Terminal and Simatech International, AMO Shipping Company Ltd, 
CGG/Robertson GeoSpec International, TGS-NOPEC Geophysical Company, Polaris Energy SDN BHD 
and Spectrum ASA. 
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13. On March 19, 2015, in a very positive move, the Council of Ministers 
established an Interim National Procurement Board (INPB) comprising five Cabinet 
ministers and chaired by the Minister of Finance, in accordance with FGC advice.  
Unfortunately the INPB did not hold its first meeting for almost six months, finally 
meeting on September 19, and has yet to get up and running.  Once operational, with 
the TA needed to help it operate effectively, the Board can bridge the institutional 
gap that will continue to exist until the draft Public Procurement, Concessions and 
Disposal Act becomes law, and the institutions envisaged under it find their feet (in 
particular the Inter-Ministerial Concessions Committee or IMCC and the Public 
Procurement Agency).  As a high-level Federal Government body the INPB will be 
able to identify and source any existing or draft contracts and concessions, broaden 
Federal Government ownership of the FGC's Confidential Assessments, and work 
with the FGC Secretariat to follow up on ministerial responses to these Confidential 
Assessments.  The INPB is also tasked with publishing award decisions and 
contracts on a dedicated website within two weeks of their signature.   
 
14. In a related positive development, H.E. the President in his September 9, 
2015 speech on security sector reform indicated that "All tenders for logistic 
supplies will be carried out through the Interim Procurement Board" (Government 
Press Release), meaning that the substantial contracts for both food and logistical 
supplies must now be reviewed by the INPB, and in cases where the annual value of 
the contract exceeds US$5 million, by the FGC as well.  The FGC aims to carry out an 
initial set of reviews of these contracts by January 31, 2016.  In order to meet this 
deadline, the Ministry of Defence will need to much more responsive to the FGC's 
role in contract review than it has been up to now.  
 
15. This report stresses the dangers posed to the country by the absence of a 
clear legal and fiscal framework for oil and gas exploitation.  There is a danger that 
this could lead to a dangerous and destabilizing competition between the Federal 
Government and Regional Governments to sign oil and gas production sharing 
agreements with commercial companies.   
 
16. The FGC accordingly recommends both to the Federal and the Regional 
Governments that no exploratory drilling by international oil companies should be 
permitted until a new legal and fiscal framework is in place.  Exploration drilling 
could uncover commercially-viable oil or gas deposits, and this could cause serious 
discord between Federal and Regional Governments.  The same principle should be 
applied to other natural resources attractive to foreign companies, such as minerals 
and marine life (see also the revised Note on Oil and Gas Contracting attached to this 
paper as Annex 1).  
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17. This overview would not be complete without mentioning the inconsistent 
positions taken by some international partner governments in relation to the 
contracts and concessions reviewed by the FGC.  The demand for transparency and 
competition expressed by donors in open fora is not always matched by their 
behavior behind closed doors.  When it comes to contracts drafted or signed by 
companies from their own country, promotion of national commercial interest can 
take priority over the logic of state-building.  While this is a reality of global aid 
diplomacy, such double standards do not go unnoticed in Somalia and lessen the 
impact of the donor community's messages on Federal Government contracting 
behavior.   
 
18. The FGC's work on contracts and concessions was always intended to be 
temporary in nature, serving as a bridge until Federal Government capacity and 
accountability mechanisms have been established.  The lengthy delays in passing 
the Public Procurement, Concessions and Disposal Act (approved by the Council of 
Ministers on May 22, 2014 and still pending with Parliament), and in getting the 
INPB up and running, have prolonged the period in which the FGC needs to continue 
reviewing contracts and concessions.  In view of this it is reasonable to assume that 
the FGC should continue to work on public procurement for at least another year..
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Exhibit 1 

Contracts/Concessions, and MOUs  
by Ministry, and by order in which they were submitted to the FGC 

 
Contract (CT) 
Concession (CN) 
 

Sector/service 
provided 

Date signed/by 
whom, inc. Fed 
(F) Region (R) 

Sent to FGC for 
review 

Confidential 
Assessment  
delivered 

Status of the Government's response Next steps  

Central Bank of Somalia  
-- Shulman, 

Rogers, 
Gandal, Pordy 
& Ecker PA 
(SR) (CN) 

National frozen 
assets recovery 
agreement  

Engagement 
Letter of July 12, 
2013, worldwide 
Power of 
Attorney of July 
15, 2013 
 
Governor of 
Central Bank of 
Somalia (CBS) F 

 This engagement 
was reviewed in 
November 2013 by 
the UN Office of 
Drugs and Crime/ 
World Bank Stolen 
Asset Recovery 
(StAR) Initiative 

The CBS Governor revoked SR's worldwide Power of 
Attorney on May 13, 2014 and cancelled the 
Engagement Letter on July 14, 2014. Subsequent 
efforts have focused on retrieving client files and 
information on accounts and on winding up residual 
financial details. CBS engaged the DC law firm Kobre  
and Kim to assist.  
 
The CBS Governor sent letters to SR on July 14 and  
September 17, 2014 requesting return of the files. SR 
indicated a wish to deliver them in person to HE the  
President, and a meeting with SR took place in 
Istanbul on April 22, 2015 involving the President 
and the Minster of  Finance.  The President made it 
clear that the point of contact for future discussion 
should be the Minister  of Finance.  No files were 
returned, and it may be presumed that SR wishes to 
resolve all outstanding  financial matters prior to, or 
in tandem with handing them over.  On July 5, 2015 
the Minister of Finance informed SR  that until the 
FGS is able to examine the client files, the FGS 
possesses no basis for reviewing any claims by SR for 
further payment. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The planned next step is a 
meeting with SR involving 
the Minister of Finance and 
the Governor in their ex 
officio FGS roles in order to 
seek an amicable 
conclusion of the 
contractual relationship. 

Ministry of Petroleum and Mineral Resources  
1 
 
 
 
12 

CGG Data 
Services 
AG/Robertson 
GeoSpec 
International 
Ltd. (CN) 

Collation, 
analysis and 
marketing to oil 
exploration 
companies of 
data on 

Draft of February 
26, 2014 
 
Minster of 
Petroleum and 
Mineral 

March 1, 2014 
 
 
 
 
 

March 8, 2014 
 
 
 
 
 

An initial Confidential Assessment (CA) was 
completed in March, 2014, and the CCG contract was 
again reviewed alongside the TGS-NOPEC draft on 
September 6, 2014.  These comments were passed 
onto the  Council of Ministers but were not fully 
embodied in the first revised draft. 
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Somalia's 
petroleum 
deposits; 
rebuilding of 
Somalia's 
national 
petroleum 
database and 
associated 
training 

Resources F  
May 16, 2015 

 
Supplementary June 
23, 2015 

 
A Supplementary CA of a second revision of the 
contract was carried out on June 23, 2015. The 
amendments proposed in the original CA of March 8, 
2014 were substantially addressed in this draft.  
Some residual issues remained, principally the need 
to define the exclusivity period (it was 10 years in 
the original, and the CA had recommended this be 
reduced to a maximum of 5-7 years).   
 
A further set of changes were reviewed by the FGS on 
September 23.  The exclusivity period has been set at 
8 years.  Two further amendments have been 
proposed by the FGC, and these have reportedly been 
incorporated into the final version. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The agreement is ready to 
be sent to the  Council of 
Ministers for approval 
prior to signature. At that 
point it should be 
published on FGS websites, 
and a redacted version of 
the Confidential 
Assessment and 
Supplement made available 
to the public. 

2= Soma Oil and 
Gas 
Exploration 
Limited (CN) 

Seismic 
surveying and 
oil and gas 
production 

August 6, 2013 
 
Minister of 
Natural 
Resources F 

March 2, 2014 
 
 
 
 
 

April 23, 2014 
 
 
 
 
The draft PSA cited 
by Bloomberg has 
been seen by the 
FGC. It is an 
amended, unsigned 
version of the PSA 
draft originally 
annexed to the 
signed Soma 
contract. It is not 
clear when the  
amendments were 
made,  though the 
Somalia Eritrea 
Monitoring Group 
report on Soma 

No action has been taken on the FGC CA's 
recommendation that an amicable process of 
renegotiation of some of the contract's more 
troublesome clauses should be initiated by the FGS.  
 
On May 29, 2015 Bloomberg reported on the terms 
of "A draft production-sharing agreement, obtained 
by Bloomberg from an official close to the 
negotiations" which adjusted the original draft PSA 
attached to the agreement of August 6, 2013 and 
awarded Soma 90% of the earnings from the PSA. 
 
The Ministry of Petroleum on May 31, 2015 denied 
the existence of any such new draft in a Press 
Release, stating: “Somalia is not accepting PSA deals 
at the moment. When the fiscal terms design is over, 
Somalia will invite companies to come forward with 
their PSAs. The article, of Ilya Gridneff of Bloomberg 
talks of a draft deal but Somalia did not receive any 
draft deal nor it is accepting proposals for PSAs now.”  
 

The FGC is still awaiting 
the Ministry's reaction to 
the Confidential 
Assessment of April 23, 
2014.  
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suggests that it was 
sent to the Ministry 
by Soma in 
December 2014.  
 

AfDB's Africa Legal Support Facility (ALSF) is 
currently assisting the Ministry of Petroleum draft a 
model PSA for the sector. 
 
On August 3, 2015 the Somalia Eritrea Monitoring 
Group released a report on the Capacity Building 
Agreement signed with Soma by the Minister of 
Petroleum on April 27, 2014.   The SEMG report 
describes how 'capacity building' in this case 
amounted largely to the payment of monthly 
stipends to serving staff of the Ministry, and alleges 
that this set up a conflict of interest and was likely 
part of a 'quid pro quo' designed to protect the Soma 
contract, not least from the FGC.  The FGC was not 
aware of the existence of the Capacity Building 
Agreement prior to publication of the SEMG report. 
 
On August 13 the Ministry of Petroleum denied any 
wrongdoing in interviews with journalists.  The 
Prime Minister subsequently created an 
investigatory committee consisting of Federal 
Government officials from outside the Ministry to 
investigate whether any laws or regulations have 
been transgressed, and to recommend remedies if 
they have been.  The committee is chaired by the 
Prime Minister’s Senior Policy Adviser and FGC 
Member Osman Yusuf.  The committee will shortly 
submit its report.  

7 TGS-NOPEC 
Geophysical 
Company ASA 
(CN, draft) 

Acquisition and 
processing of 
geophysical data 
and its  
promotion, 
marketing and 
licensing to oil 
exploration 
companies and 
other parties 

Draft of May 30, 
2014  
 
Federal 
Government 
(ministry not 
specified) F 

July 15, 2014 September 6, 2015 The CA recommended that the CGG/Robertson 
contract (2 above) was superior, and that the two 
contracts were incompatible.  
 
The Ministry has indicated to the FGC that it does not 
wish to pursue this contract and a letter so informing 
TGS-NOPEC is understood to be in process. 

 
 
 
 
The Ministry should inform 
TGS-NOPEC of its decision 
not to pursue this 
agreement.  At that point a 
redacted version of the 
Confidential Assessment 
can be made available to 
the public. 

11 Spectrum ASA 
(CN, draft) 

Collation, 
analysis and 

Draft of October, 
2014 

April 14, 2015 July 3, 2015 
 

The Ministry responded to the CA on July 11, 2015, 
providing key clarifications and taking account of 
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marketing of 
data on 
Somalia's 
petroleum 
deposits 

 
Ministry of 
Petroleum and 
Natural 
Resources F 

Supplementary  July 
15, 2015 

most of the recommendations of the Assessment.  A 
Supplementary Confidential Assessment was sent on 
July 15, 2015 and the Ministry addressed all 
outstanding issues within its remit in its 
response/redraft of July 20, 2015. The final draft 
offers fair terms and provides adequate protections 
for the State and the Government, and is in synch 
with the revised draft CGG/Robertson Geospec 
agreement of May 11, 2015 as well as with Soma's 
seismic data collection work. 
 
Subsequent to this process, and following the 
publication of the SEMG report on Soma drawing 
attention to the Soma/Ministry of Petroleum capacity 
building program, it is understood that Spectrum 
ASA requested the removal of the capacity building 
elements from the agreement, and that these should 
be replaced by early revenue payments by Spectrum 
ASA to the FGS Treasury Single Account in CBS. It is 
also understood that MOF will allocate capacity 
building funds to the Ministry as part of the regular 
Budget process.  
 
The contract was signed on September 5, 2015 
without referring the final version to the FGC.  This 
appears to have occurred because the FGS wanted to 
respond quickly to the announcement on September 
1 of the conclusion of a  geophysical data acquisition 
contract between the Puntland Regional Government 
and the ION Geophysical Corporation of Houston, 
Texas. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A copy of the signed 
agreement should be sent 
to the FGC.  At that point it 
should be published on FGS 
websites, and a redacted 
version of the Confidential 
Assessment and 
Supplement made available 
to the public. 

8 Petro Quest 
Africa (CN) 

Oil production 
sharing 
agreement 

February 2, 2013, 
Galmudug State 
and Galmudug 
Somali Petroleum 
Corporation R 

September 23, 
2014 

Reviewed by ALSF 
on December 24, 
2014, and initial 
informal FGC 
questions were 
passed on on 
October 16, 2014. 

A full CA was not carried out.  The Galmudug 
Regional Government has changed, and the Ministry 
is in the process of ascertaining what its preferences 
are vis-a-vis this contract.  The FGC will, if requested, 
carry out a full Confidential Assessment.  

The Ministry should inform 
the FGC of its discussions 
with the Regional 
Government and should 
propose next steps. 

13 Mubadala Oil 
and Gas 
Holding 

Seismic data 
analysis, 
petroleum 

June 18, 2014 
 
Minister of 

July 10, 2015 October 6, 2015 The FGC was given to understand that nothing 
beyond an MOU existed, but the Ministry of 
Petroleum and Mineral Resources delivered a copy of 
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Company LLC 
(CN) 

exploitation, 
petroleum 
capacity 
building 

Petroleum and 
Mineral 
Resources F 

a signed contract  for review on July 10, 2015.  
 
The Ministry has indicated to the FGC that it wishes 
to reconsider the petroleum exploration model 
embodied in the Soma and Mubadala contracts, 
whereby exclusive PSA selection and negotiation 
rights are awarded in return for geophysical data 
acquisition and/or analysis.  

 
 
The period of agreement 
will conclude on June 17, 
2016.  

Ministry of Transportation and Aviation  
2= Favori LLC 

(CN) 
Renovation and 
day-to-day 
operations of 
Mogadishu 
International 
Airport 

June 30, 2013 
 
Minister of 
Information, Post, 
Telecommunicati
on and 
Transportation F 

March 2, 2014 April 23, 2014 Parliament objected to the process of contractor 
selection on May 27, 2014 and has persisted in its 
concerns at the lack of competitive bidding for 
Federal Government contracts and concessions 
(paragraph 22).  
 
An amicable renegotiation of the contract was 
proposed in the CA.  The Federal Government 
reported in 2014 that Favori had agreed to 
renegotiate, but it is unclear how far this process 
went under the previous  Council of Ministers.  
 
After an extended hiatus, it was reported to the FGC 
that the Ministry and Favori agreed  on August 29, 
2015 to renegotiate the contract on the basis of the 
FGC's recommendations.  Legal support is being 
provided by the ALSF, and technical sector support 
has been requested from the FGC.  The Ministry 
hopes to conclude negotiations with Favori in 
Istanbul by the end of 2015. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The FGC Secretariat and 
World Bank are helping to 
source appropriate 
sectoral TA, using the 
Multi-Partner Fund's FGC 
Support Window.   
 
The Ministry should submit 
revised drafts of the 
contract to the INPB and 
the FGC for comment prior 
to its finalization and 
submission to the PMO and  
Council of Ministers for 
their endorsement. 

Ministry of Defense  
5 AMO Shipping 

Company Ltd. 
(CT) 

Supply of 
marine patrol 
boats 

July 29, 2013 
 
Minister of 
Defense F 

April 1, 2014 June 1, 2014 The CA recommended cancellation due to non-
affordability, to be initiated through exploratory 
discussions intended to ascertain whether any patrol 
boat hulls had been laid down, and whether they had 
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been sold to other parties (as was reported to the 
FGC).  No action was taken.  
 
In September 2015 the Ministry, now under new 
leadership, asked the FGC to help draft a termination 
letter.  The FGC once again recommended that the 
Ministry contact AMOSC to ascertain whether any 
hulls were laid down, whether they were sold, and 
whether the company has any objection to an 
amicable termination of the contract.  

 
 
 
The Ministry should 
contact AMOSC to ascertain 
the status of the hulls and 
AMOSC's views on this  
contract.  The objective 
should be an amicable 
termination.  At that point 
the contract should be 
published on FGS websites, 
and a redacted version of 
the Confidential 
Assessment made available 
to the public. 

-- Atlantic 
Marine and 
Offshore 
Group (CT) 

Equipment, 
services and 
training to 
develop a 
national coast 
guard  

July 29, 2103 
 
Minster of 
Defence F 

Not yet 
provided 

 The FGC was informed that no such contract existed. 
The company's website, however, describes and 
shows a photograph of a July 29, 2013 signing 
ceremony with FGS officials, and claims that the 
ceremony relates to this specific contract.   
 
The Ministry of Finance has on several occasions 
requested a copy of the agreement for FGC review, 
but the Ministry of Defence has not produced it.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
The Ministry of Defence 
should answer the FGC's 
requests for a copy of the 
contract and for 
information about whether 
or not the contract is still 
valid. 

-- AGETCO and 
others 

Food and 
logistics 
supplies to the 
Somali National 
Army,  the 
Somali Police 
Force, the  
National 
Intelligence and  
Security Agency 
and the 
Custodial Corps 

Ministry of 
Defence 

Not yet 
provided 

 H.E. the President in his September 9, 2015 speech 
on security sector reform indicated that "All tenders 
for logistic supplies will be carried out through the 
Interim Procurement Board" (Government Press 
Release), meaning that the substantial contracts for 
both food and logistical supplies must now be 
reviewed by the INPB, and in cases where the annual 
value of the contract exceeds US$5 million, by the 
FGC as well.   

The Chair and Secretariat 
of the FGC are in the 
process of 
requesting/accessing all 
available written contracts 
(or invoices) for the supply 
of food and logistics 
(petrol, spare parts, 
clothing etc) to the national 
security forces. 
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Ministry of Ports and Shipping  
6 Albayrak 

Turizm Inşaat 
Ticaret A.Ş. 
(CN) 

Renovation and 
day-to-day 
operations of 
Mogadishu Port 

October 24, 2013 
 
Minister of Public 
Works and 
Reconstruction, 
Marine Transport, 
Ports and Energy 
F 

April 22, 2104 June 1, 2014 
 
Supplementary 
Confidential 
Assessment of the 
Annexes, September 
3, 2014 
 
 

Following receipt of the CA, the Prime Minister 
instructed the Cabinet Subcommittee on 
Infrastructure to discuss the agreement in light of the 
CA, and instructed the Minister of Ports and Marine 
Transport and the Minister of Finance to review the 
contract (including its implications for employment 
in Mogadishu Port).  A report was prepared for the 
Prime Minister by the two ministries, and shared 
with the FGC on October 6, 2014.  The report 
recommended that the "Federal Government of 
Somalia would be best-served to review the difficult 
and unclear parts of the contract", and that the 
agreement should be renegotiated "without 
compromising its overall integrity".   
 
Following this, the Minster of Ports visited Albayrak 
in Turkey in November 2014 to arrange for 
renegotiations.  Shortly thereafter, the the Council of   
Ministers was dissolved, and no further negotiations 
have taken place since. 
 
The FGC has been informed that negotiations with 
Albayrak have been scheduled for early November 
2015.   
 
Parts of the signed agreement have still not been 
located/shared with the FGC.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Minster of Ports and 
Shipping has appealed to 
the World Bank for 
technical advice prior to 
the negotiations. The Bank 
will assist, consistent with 
its remit (the Bank may not 
participate directly in a 
commercial renegotiation 
process).  

2= Mogadishu 
Port Container 
Terminal and 
Simatech 
International 
(CN) 

Lease and 
concession for 
operating the 
Mogadishu 
container port 

November 10, 
2012 
 
General Manager 
of Mogadishu Sea 
Port Authority F 

March 2, 2014 April 23, 2014 Overtaken by events -- i.e. by the Albayrak port 
management contract.  A general termination letter 
to all contractors in the port area was sent by the 
Manager of the Mogadishu Port Authority on 
September 13, 2014.  
 
The FGC advised in September 2014 that a specific 
termination letter was needed from the Port 
Authority, and a proforma letter was drafted for FGS 
use.  A letter has not yet been sent. In discussions 

 
 
 
 
 
 
The Ministry should inform 
the FGC of whether it 
intends to send a formal 
termination letter, and 
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with the Ministry in September 2015, the FGC again 
offered to assist with a letter. 

whether it requires FGC 
advice in drafting this.  At 
that point the contract 
should be published on FGS 
websites, and a redacted 
version of the Confidential 
Assessment made available 
to the public. 

9 Great Horn 
Development 
Company 
(MOU, 
Framework 
Agreement) 

Harbor and 
fishing port 
development, 
road 
construction 

September 8, 
2013 (MOU); 
April 29, 2014 
(Framework 
Agreement) 
 
Minister of Ports 
and Marine 
Transport F 

October 10, 
2014 

December 4, 2014 The Ministry of Finance is still looking for the 
missing MOU.  
 
The CA noted that the framework agreement 
provides for exclusivities in areas under the de facto 
control of Puntland and Jubbaland regional 
administrations, making it unclear how the FGS can 
deliver.  No evidence of follow-up has been provided 
to the FGC. 
 
Moreover, in discussion with the FGC in September 
2015, an official representing the Ministry appeared 
unaware that his Ministry had signed this contract. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Ministry should review 
the contract, read the 
Confidential Assessment 
and contact the FGC to 
discuss what it proposes to 
now do. 

Ministry of Fisheries and Marine Resources  
7 Somalia-

FishGuard Ltd. 
(CN) 

Protection, 
licensing, policy 
and 
institutional 
development of 
Somali's 
fisheries sector 

July 25, 2013 
 
Minister of 
National (sic) 
Resources F 

April 29, 2014 July 4, 2014 The CA recommended cancellation or renegotiation 
of a contract with a much more limited scope. 
 
On November 21, 2014 the Minister of Fisheries and 
Marine Resources wrote to Somalia-FishGuard 
proposing that the agreement be replaced by a more 
tightly focused instrument concentrating on support 
for the creation of a Somalia Fisheries Protection 
Force.  
 
FishGuard responded to this on March 20, 2015, and 
the response has been seen by the FGC, as have 
FishGuard's subsequent proposals for amending the 
contract.   
 
The larger issue, though, is the need to rationalize the 
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issue of licensing and come to a Federal-Regional 
Agreement on fisheries management and revenue 
sharing.  At present the Federal and the Puntland 
ministries of fisheries are issuing licenses; 
FishGuard, despite being contracted to do this, is not.  
 
Uncertainty over FishGuard’s role and divided views 
on the contract within the Government are 
interfering with the orderly development of 
Somalia’s fisheries sector.  There is currently no 
operative agreement on the issuance of licenses or 
the sharing of license revenues.  FAO estimates that 
the country as a whole can earn in excess of US$10 
million per annum from fishing licenses without 
compromising the sustainability of Indian Ocean 
tuna stocks.  Attracting the more credible EU and 
global fishing fleets will require a resource 
management and revenue-sharing agreement to 
which Federal and Regional political leaders commit 
themselves.  Achieving such an agreement, in today’s 
atmosphere of competition and mistrust, will itself 
involve institutional and monitoring arrangements of 
the kind agreed to in principle in Addis Ababa last 
year, but never enacted.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
The Federal Government 
needs to resolve 
FishGuard’s anomalous 
contractual situation.  It is 
more than 15 months since 
the FGC Confidential 
Assessment, and the 
observations made at that 
time remain valid.   

Ministry of Power and Water   
10 Polaris Energy 

SDN BHD 
(BOT CT) 

Electricity 
generation, 
transmission 
and distribution 

June 2014 
(undated), 
Minister of Water 
and Energy F 

November 5, 
2014 

February 13, 2015 The CA proposed that the FGS should carry out due 
diligence of Polaris and should limit any contract to 
the first proposed phase.  
 
A letter covering the CA was sent to previous Finance 
Minister/FGC Chair on February 13, 2015 for onward 
transmission to new Minister of Water and Energy.  
This draft letter was translated and  shared 
informally by the new Minister of Finance/Chair of 
the FGC.  The CA recommended that Polaris focus on 
Phase 1.  
 
In July 2015, the Minister of Power and Water met 
with Polaris representatives and conveyed this 
message.  He also clarified that Somalia would not be 
able to contemplate the proposed Phase 2 US$1 
billion "Government to Government guarantee" 
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implicitly involving the PRC, and that no Afgooye gas 
concession could be contemplated unless all of Phase 
2's arrangements were firmly in place.  
   
The Minister subsequently informed the FGC that he 
wishes to carry out a through review of the country's 
and the capital's energy needs, and that he favors an 
open bidding process on a different and more 
sustainable power solution.  

 
 
 
 
The FGC has advised the 
Ministry on how best to go 
about initiating a needs 
assessment and 
competitive bidding 
process. Once contractual 
matters are concluded with 
Polaris, the contract should 
be published on FGS 
websites, and a redacted 
version of the Confidential 
Assessment should be 
published. 

Ministry of Commerce and Industry   
-- Proje Gözetim 

Mühendislik 
(PGM Turkey) 
(CT?) 

Import/export 
quality 
assurance 
contract  

Agreement 
reportedly signed 
on May 25, 2015 
 
Ministry of 
Industry and 
Commerce F 

Not yet 
provided  

 On 18 May, 2015, the Prime Minister issued an order 
forbidding officials from signing international 
contracts without the authorization of the Prime 
Minister's Office and the Council of Ministers .  
 
However, a review of the company's website in 
September 2015 indicates that project 
implementation is getting underway. 
 
The Ministry of Finance has requested a copy of this 
project for FGC review. The Ministry of Industry and 
Commerce has not complied. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Ministry should 
provide the FGC with a 
copy of the contract. The 
Federal Government needs 
to rule on whether or not 
this contract should stand, 
in light of the manner in 
which it was agreed. 

Ministry of Finance 
14 The ADCO 

Group of 
Companies 
(CN) 

Khat tax 
collection 
concession 

Agreement was 
first signed on 
June 6,  2011, and 
was subsequently 
amended and 

August 9, 2015 Not required -- 
discussed in the 
paragraphs 92-96 of 
this report 

The ADCO Group was contracted to collect the 10 
percent tax due on the import of khat at Mogadishu 
International Airport. The original 2011 contract 
required that ADCO remit to the Government 
US$120,000 per month, this sum increasing over 
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renewed four 
times, most 
recently on 
September 2, 
2014 F 

multiple contract renewals to US$800,000 per 
month, with the most recent renewal of the 
agreement signed by the Chair of the FGC/Minister of 
Finance in September 2014.   
 
The present Chair of the FGC/Minister of Finance 
cancelled the contract on June 15, 2015, since when 
the Government has been collecting the tax (at $2 per 
kilo, as authorized by the  Council of Ministers ) and 
paying it directly into the Treasury Single Account.    

 
 
 
 
 
No further action required. 

Not Known  
-- The National 

Theatre 
(unknown) 

Infrastructure 
rehabilitation 

Date not known 
 
Counterpart 
authority not 
known F 

No longer 
required 

 It is understood that the Chinese Government 
verbally offered to rehabilitate various public works 
that it had earlier financed, such as the National 
Theater and a national hospital. A grant cooperation 
agreement has reportedly been signed by MFA with 
the PRC.   
 
This is a bilateral aid agreement, and as such does 
not need to be reviewed by the FGC. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
No further action required. 
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C. The Somalia Eritrea Monitoring Group  
 
19. The Somalia Eritrea Monitoring Group (the Monitoring Group, or SEMG)’s 
October 2014 report discussed the phenomenon of 'secret contracting'.  The report 
highlighted the ad hoc, opaque and non-competitive system of granting contracts 
and concessions in Somalia, and provided useful leads to the FGC; this report is 
discussed in more detail in Annex 2, as are the individual contracts that the report 
addressed. 
 
20. The FGC and the Monitoring Group have different structures, mandates and 
methods of work, but share a common aim – to contribute to stability in Somalia. 
For this reason it makes sound sense for the two institutions to cooperate, and to 
share information that does not breach either institution’s confidentiality protocols. 
The relationship between the Monitoring Group and the FGC is also discussed in 
Annex 2. 
 
21. The 2015 Monitoring Group report discusses natural resource management, 
focusing specifically on deficiencies in the custodianship of Somalia's oil & gas 
reserves and fisheries stocks.  It argues that foreign companies have taken 
advantage of weak institutional oversight and unclear policies to strike profitable 
deals with individual 'contract brokers' at Federal and Regional levels, and that this 
is fuelling mutual mistrust and adding to the risk of resource conflict in the region. 
 

D. Public procurement in Somalia: The Procurement Act, 
interim measures 

 
22. A Public Procurement, Concessions and Disposal Act was passed by the Council 
of Ministers on May 22, 2014, but has yet to be approved by Parliament. Parliament 
has received a number of technical briefings on the Act from the World Bank and 
has benefited from UNDP technical support to help with its review process. It 
remains unclear when this important Act will be passed.  Parliament, in the 
meantime, has expressed serious concern at the current lack of competitive 
tendering and absence of due legal process associated with Federal Government 
contracts and concessions.  This has led to a dialogue that has endorsed the role of 
the FGC and the principles of due process that it has been advocating19.  
                                                        
19 On August 12, 2015 several MPs submitted a motion to the Speaker of Parliament’s Office, which 
inter alia objected to the Federal Government's practice of awarding contracts without observing due 
process; the Soma, FishGuard, Favori, and Albayrak agreements were mentioned in this motion. The 
Speaker decided to approach the motion through negotiation.  Following this, on October 13, 2015, 
the Speaker's Office released a 'Resolution of the Motion' document.  Among the points made in this 
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23. While procurement capacity is gradually being created in preparation for the 
passage of the Act, particularly in the Ministry of Finance, a legal and institutional 
vacuum exists today.  It is also clear that creating the capacity to implement the 
provisions of the Act presents a serious institutional challenge, particularly given 
the reluctance donors have shown to deploy technical assistance teams to work 
alongside Somali counterparts in Mogadishu.  
 
24. In light of this, and in order to broaden out the ownership of the FGC's review 
work, the January 8 report recommended the creation of an interim board to review 
new contracts and concessions20.   
 
25. On March 19, 2015 the Council of Ministers decided to establish an Interim 
National Procurement Board (INPB) with responsibility for “reviewing and advising 
on government contracts and concessions; in particular, on whether the contracts 
serve in best interest of the Somali state and its citizens and whether further 
renegotiations are required to achieve this objective.”  The TORs for the INPB 
establish a Board of five, chaired by the Minister of Finance21.  The TORs also 
                                                                                                                                                                     
document, which needs to be brought to a plenary session of the Parliament for adoption, are a) that 
the INPB (paragraph 25) should submit a detailed report to the Parliamentary Sub-Committee on 
Finance on the financial arrangements associated with the Soma contract (paragraphs 51-53), as well 
as how the FGC's advice on this contract is being taken into account; b) that the FishGuard contract 
should be cancelled, as per the FGC's suggestion; c) that any other agreements entered into without 
taking account of national procurement procedures should be aligned with prevailing laws; d) that 
the Federal Government should report to Parliament on the progress of renegotiating the Albayrak 
and Favori contracts at the next session of Parliament; e) that the Parliamentary Sub-Committee on 
Finance should with urgency arrange for the second and third readings of the Public Procurement, 
Concessions and Disposal Act; and f) that the INPB and the Auditor General should prepare a detailed 
report on Federal Government contracts and concessions showing that adjustments have been made 
in line with due procedure, and to ensure that the recommendations of the FGC have been respected; 
this report is to be submitted before the end of the next session of Parliament.   The document also 
states that the Federal Government should respect existing Somali contract and procurement law 
until the new legislation has been passed.  
20 The report stated that "it is unrealistic to try and establish competitive tendering immediately.  
The norm today is that private companies approach Federal Government ministries and agencies 
with draft contracts and concessions.  Under an interim approach, the ministries/agencies could 
instead forward these draft contracts and concessions to a special procurement board whose 
operations would be linked to the review function accorded to the FGC.  After board clearance, drafts 
valued at over US$5 million would be forwarded to the FGC, which would provide a Confidential 
Assessment (which might propose further renegotiation).  The ministry or agency would then send 
the draft contract, along with the advice provided by the board/FGC, to the Cabinet for decision.  FGC 
Assessments would subsequently be made public.  Any contracts or concessions signed without 
following this approach would have no validity". Almost a year has passed since the January 8 report, 
though, and the FGC would now argue that it is time to begin introducing competitive tendering -- see 
paragraph c. i on page 1, and paragraph 32. 
21 The four other members are the Minister of Foreign Affairs and Investment Promotion, the 
Minister of Justice, the Minister of Planning and International Cooperation and whichever minister is 
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recognize that "establishing competitive tendering processes will be challenging, 
and in most cases it can be expected that private companies will continue to 
approach Federal Government ministries and agencies with draft concession 
proposals".  Government ministries and agencies are obliged to provide all draft 
contracts to the INPB, which will "share all such draft contracts and concession 
agreements with the FGC for a confidential assessment of the proposed contract, 
and will carefully consider the FGC’s recommendations, noting in writing the points 
with which it agrees and those with which it disagrees".  Any contract or concession 
valued at US$5 million or over that is signed without following these procedures 
"will have no legal validity".  In addition to this reactive review function, the INPB is 
responsible for identifying any existing contracts and concessions that have not yet 
been passed to the FGC for review, and for publishing award decisions and contracts 
on a dedicated website within two weeks of their signature.   
 
26. On September 9, 2015 His Excellency President Hassan Sheikh Mohamoud 
announced that future food and logistics contracting for security sector institutions 
will be managed by the INPB22.  Given the value of past and future security supply 
contracts (rations for the Armed Forces alone amount to at least USD7.7 million per 
year), they will also need to be referred to the FGC for Confidential Assessments.   
The FGC will also need to obtain any prior/existing contracts that exist in written 
form, for its review. 
 
27. The INPB is seen as a transitional body which aims to bridge the gap between 
today's situation and a future in which the procurement institutions envisaged 
under the Act are up and running: hence "The INPB will be gradually transitioned to 
a fully-fledged Inter-Ministerial Concessions Committee (IMCC) after the Public 
Procurement, Disposal and Concessions Act is passed and enacted by Parliament. 
Every three months from the establishment of the INBP, the Minister of Finance 
shall conduct a review of the INPB’s work with a view to proposing to the Federal 
Government how the transition towards the creation of the Public Procurement 
Authority and the IMCC envisaged in the Act should be managed".  
 
28. The INPB first met, after a long delay, on September 19, 2015, and reviewed 
its TORs.   The Board decided to recommend to the Council of Ministers that the 
                                                                                                                                                                     
responsible for the contract or concession under consideration. The Board would be supported by a 
Technical Advisor for Concessions (non-voting) who would also act as the Board's Secretary. 
22 "Further to recent consultations and an internal review of the financial governance of our security 
sector, the Federal Government today confirmed the following commitments.....All tenders for logistic 
supplies will be carried out through the Interim Procurement Board" -- Government Press Release 
entitled The President: We are Committed to Substantive Security Sector Reform. 
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threshold for contracts to be reviewed by the INPB review be lowered from US$5 
million to US$2 million and to adjust the job of the proposed Concessions Advisor to 
include helping lay the groundwork for the formation of the IMCC. 
 
29. The decision to create an INPB and the inception of its work are very positive 
steps, and respond to recommendations made by the FGC.  What is now essential is 
to bring in the TA needed to help it operate effectively, draw up an inventory of all 
Federal contracts and concessions, including any that have not yet been brought to 
the attention of the FGC, and ensure that the FGC receives systematic feedback on 
each Ministry’s views and actions in response to the FGC's Confidential 
Assessments.  The World Bank has indicated that it is ready to assist with the 
recruitment of the Concessions Adviser, who can be financed from the Multi-Partner 
Fund's FGC Window.  The other tasks listed in this paragraph do not need to await 
the arrival of this adviser, and can be pursued immediately.   The FGC Secretariat is 
able assist with this work until such time as the INPB acquires its own capacity to do 
so. 
 

E. The FGC Confidential Assessments and Supplementary 
Confidential Assessments 

 
30. The 16 contracts that have come to the FGC's attention deal with seismic data 
acquisition and marketing, oil and gas exploration, fisheries development and 
licensing, Mogadishu port and airport development, electricity provision, regional 
ports and port-related infrastructure development, patrol boat construction and 
support to the development of a national coast guard, import-export quality 
assurance and khat tax collection.  
 
31. As has been stated on many occasions, including in the January 8 report, 
value for money and transparency are best served through competitive public 
tendering, other than in exceptional cases that require clear, documented 
justification.  None of the 16 contracts in question were tendered competitively, nor 
do they respond to any pre-defined terms of reference or scope of services; instead, 
foreign companies and their local partners have come forward with their own draft 
contracts, in several cases with the evident encouragement of the company's host 
country government.   
 
32. In defense of this shortcoming, the Government points to the lack of 
functional procurement legislation and to weak institutional capacity to design 
complex specifications or manage competitive procurement.  While this is doubtless 
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true, it is an argument that carried more conviction a year ago than it does today.   
The slow progress towards competitive procurement over this period reflects 
poorly on all parties and is an example of "negative mutual accountability" at odds 
with the spirit of the New Deal.  Parliament has failed to pass the Public 
Procurement, Concessions and Disposal Act , which was submitted for its 
consideration 16 months ago. The executive, for its part, has , done little to 
introduce competitive procurement -- while the donors' record in deploying the 
kind of on-site technical support needed to husband substantive change remains 
unimpressive, particularly now that 'third party duty of care' arrangements have 
been put in place to enable consultants to work in Mogadishu.  What is more, pilot 
efforts show it is possible to manage a credible competitive procurement process 
even in the absence of enabling legislation.  One such example is provided by the 
Norwegian-financed Temporary Implementation Unit in the Ministry of Finance.  
Backstopped by intensive TA, this project has successfully tendered and is 
supervising a number of medium-sized civil works contracts in Benadir Region. 
 
33. The advice offered in the Confidential Assessments (CAs) ranges from 
recommending that the Federal Government negotiate an improvement in terms, to 
proposing the cancellation of those contracts that are of dubious benefit to the 
country.  It is important to note that the CAs have not recommend wholesale 
cancellation of all of the contracts reviewed, even though none of them were subject 
to competitive tender, and all were negotiated in an unclear legal and institutional 
environment.   The FGC has thereby taken a pragmatic position on  these contracts,  
balancing the need for incremental transparency with a recognition that in the early 
years in the reconstruction of this shattered state few commercial investors were 
prepared to come forward to risk their capital and reputations in Somalia: and that 
those who were, and who are amenable to adjusting their agreements in the public 
interest, deserve consideration.  
 
34. The 12 Confidential Assessments and 3 Supplementary Confidential 
Assessments are summarized below, and a brief analysis of the ADCO khat tax 
collection contract is also included.  Sensitive proprietary details of contracts still 
under review and/or discussion are, for obvious reasons, omitted from this paper.  
The  agreements are discussed in the order in which they were received for review. 
 
CGG Data Services AG/Robertson GeoSpec International Ltd. 
 
35. A draft of CGG Data Services AG/Robertson GeoSpec International Ltd. 
(CGG/Robertson) contract was given to the FGC on March 1, 2014 at the initiative of 
the Prime Minster.   The contract sets out the terms of a partnership between the 
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Ministry of Petroleum and Mineral Resources with CGG/Robertson on the collation, 
analysis and marketing to international oil exploration companies of data on 
Somalia's petroleum deposits.  The Confidential Assessment of March 8, 2014 
observed that the contract providers are market leaders in their field and had 
offered terms that, while not unreasonable, could be improved upon -- particularly 
in relation to the length of the exclusivity period, the specification of audit 
procedures and the Federal Government's contract termination rights.  The Prime 
Minster then directed the Economic Subcommittee of the Council of Ministers to 
review the agreement.  The Minister of Petroleum and Natural Resources 
subsequently informed the Council of Ministers that the contract had been modified 
in line with the CA and on this basis was authorized to sign. 
 
36. However, a letter dated October 20, 2014 from the Finance Minister/FGC 
Chair to the FGC (reproduced in the January 8 report and attached as Annex 3) 
pointed out that an MOF analysis of the revised draft found that only a limited 
number of adjustments had been made, and that these did not adequately address 
the Confidential Assessment's concerns.   
 
37. Subsequent to the change in Prime Minister and Council of Ministers, the new 
Minister of Petroleum and Mineral Resources reopened negotiations with 
CGG/Robertson, and a revised contract was sent to the FGC on May 16, 2015.  A 
Supplementary Confidential Assessment (SCA) was issued on June 23, 2015.  The 
SCA found that the revised draft addressed most of the key points made in the 
original Assessment, and advised that those not yet dealt with should be -- in 
particular, defining the length of the exclusivity (the original CA had recommended 
this be restricted to 5-7 years).  A further set of changes was reviewed by the FGC on 
September 23.  In this draft, the exclusivity period had been set at 8 years.  The FGC 
proposed two final amendments: clarifying that CGG/Robertson should not act as a 
strategic adviser on petroleum promotion strategy, and thereby risk a potential 
conflict of interest, and specifying that revenue payments from CGG/Robertson 
should be paid into the Federal Government's Single Treasury Account.  These 
amendments have reportedly been made, though the FGC has not yet received the 
final version of the contract.  It is understood that the contract will be signed 
shortly.  
 
38. The Monitoring Group has reported that a payment of over US$0.5 million 
was made by CGG/Robertson in May 2015 to an account held by the Ministry of 
Petroleum and Mineral Resources in the International Bank of Somalia (IBS).  This 
raises two concerns.  The first is that a payment appears to have been made prior to 
contract signature.  The second is that paying these funds into the IBS would 
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contravene the Ministry of Finance instruction of February 2014 that all revenues 
should be paid into to the Federal Government's Treasury Single Account in CBS. 
 
Mogadishu Port Container Terminal & Simatech International  
 
39. A concession covering the lease and operation of the Mogadishu container 
port was signed on November 10, 2012 between the Mogadishu Sea Port Authority, 
and Mogadishu Port Container Terminal & Simatech International.  It was sent to 
the FGC for review on March 2, 2014, and a Confidential Assessment was provided 
on April 23, 2014.  The CA found that that the lease did not offer a solid basis for the 
management of container traffic at the Mogadishu Port.  It did not cover the 
essential financial and technical issues that should form part of any such 
government contract; it was silent about institutional roles, the contractor's 
reporting and information requirements, invoicing methods, tax obligations, 
custodianship of the property, and end-of-lease obligations (vis-à-vis structures 
erected on the land, environmental cleanup measures, etc.).  The charges specified 
in the lease were also abnormally high when compared with international norms. 
 
40. This agreement was overtaken by events.  On September 13, 2014, the 
Managing Director of the Mogadishu Ports Authority issued a circular to all 
companies working in Mogadishu Port informing them of the port concession signed 
on 24 October, 2013 between the Minister of Public Works and Reconstruction, 
Marine Transport, Ports and Energy and Albayrak Turizm Inşaat Ticaret A.S. 
(Albayrak), and asked these other companies to vacate the port premises and 
remove all equipment by the end of September.   
 
41. The FGC advised the Federal Government in September 2014 and again in 
July 2015 to follow up this general notice with a specific termination letter from the 
Managing Director of the Mogadishu Port Authority to Mogadishu Port Container 
Terminal & Simatech International -- a letter that the FGC was prepared to help 
draft.  No attempt to contact the company has yet been made.  In discussions with 
the Ministry in September 2015, the FGC again offered to assist with a letter. 
 
Soma Oil and Gas Exploration Limited  
 
42. Soma Oil & Gas Exploration Limited (Soma) was established in 2013 to 
pursue oil and gas exploration opportunities in Somalia.  A contract was signed 
between the Minister of Natural Resources and Soma on August 6, 2013 and 
embodies an 8-month period of exclusivity, now completed, in which seismic 
surveying would be carried out onshore and offshore in areas of Soma's choice that 
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are not the subject to prior grants of petroleum rights; after delivering the survey 
results, the contract allows Soma a further year of exclusivity to negotiate 
Production Sharing Agreements (PSAs) with the Federal Government in 12 offshore 
blocks of “potential prospectivity” of its own choosing, up to a total of 60,000 km sq. 
(declared to be the maximum permissible under the Petroleum Law of 2008).  The 
PSAs thus negotiated would remain in force for 8 years; should a “commercial 
discovery” be made, up to 25 years of exploitation would be permitted following 
agreement on a detailed development plan.  A draft PSA forms part of the 
agreement. 
 
43. This concession was sent to the FGC on March 2, 2014 and a Confidential 
Assessment was provided on April 23, 2014.  The CA noted that the contract is a 
well-drafted and professional document.  It pointed out that the agreement could be 
improved on from the viewpoint of the nation (e.g. by the Somali Petroleum 
Corporation taking an increased share in the PSAs and in the provisions made for 
local community development), and recommended that the Federal Government 
approach Soma to propose improvements.  
 
44. To the FGC's knowledge, no attempt has been made by the Federal 
Government to renegotiate the terms of this concession -- nor has the Ministry of 
Petroleum and Mineral Resources informed the FGC of its reaction to the 
Confidential Assessment.  This contrasts with the close and cooperative relations 
created between the FGC and the Ministry around the CGG/Robertson, TGS-NOPEC 
Geophysical Company ASA (TGS-Nopec), Petro Quest Africa, Mubadala Oil and Gas 
Holding Company LLC (Mubadala) and Spectrum ASA contracts.   
 
45. On May 29, 2015 the news agency Bloomberg reported on the terms of "a 
draft production-sharing agreement, obtained by Bloomberg from an official close to 
the negotiations" which awarded Soma up to 90 percent of the earnings from the 
PSA, a four-year royalty holiday for oil and gas found less than 1,000 meters below 
the sea, and a decade-long period of tax-free consideration.  
 
46. The Ministry of Petroleum and Mineral Resources on May 31, 2015 denied 
the existence of any draft PSA with Soma, and the Minister was quoted as saying: 
“Somalia is not accepting PSA deals at the moment. When the fiscal terms design is 
over, Somalia will invite companies to come forward with their PSAs.  The article, of 
Ilya Gridneff of Bloomberg talks of a draft deal but Somalia did not receive any draft 
deal nor it is accepting proposals for PSAs now.”  The draft PSA cited by Bloomberg 
has been seen by the FGC: it is an amended, unsigned version of the PSA draft 
annexed to the signed Soma contract.  It is not clear when it was amended, though 
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the Somalia Eritrea Monitoring Group report on Soma (paragraphs 51-53) suggests 
that it was sent to the Ministry by Soma in December 2014.  
 
47. The Monitoring Group has reported that the Minister of Petroleum told them 
in June 2015 that the Federal Government would not sign any PSAs until a resource-
sharing framework has been established between the Federal Government and 
Somalia’s Regional Governments, and that AfDB's Africa Legal Support Facility 
(ALSF) is assisting the Ministry to draft a model PSA for use in any negotiations on 
oil and gas extraction.   This is an important commitment, but it does not address 
the exclusivity question (paragraphs 49-50).   
 
48. The Bloomberg affair, though, underlines an important point made by the 
FGC in the January 8 report.   While the Soma contract acknowledges the rights of 
the Regional States23 , it also implies ambiguity on whether these are held to extend 
into the sea24.   In a situation in which no Federal/Regional legal or fiscal regime for 
resource sharing yet exists and where there are legal ambiguities (see Annex 1) 
alongside mutual suspicion between the Federal Government and some Regional 
Governments, there is a danger of pre-emptive -- or defensive -- action by one or 
other party25.   A foretaste of this can be seen in the September 1 announcement that 
the Puntland Regional Government and the ION Geophysical Corporation of 
Houston, Texas had concluded a geophysical data acquisition contract; this was 
followed on September 5 by the accelerated signature of a seismic data acquisition 
and brokerage contract between the Federal Government and Spectrum ASA of 
Norway (paragraphs 82-87)26.   
 

                                                        
23 For example: "For areas which are within the boundaries of Federal Member States or holders of 
prior rights where Soma expresses an interest in conducting exploration operations, the Government 
may initiate a process with a view to awarding a petroleum agreement once the Government has 
clarified its jurisdiction to do so." 
24 The contract also defines the 'Evaluation Area' as "the portion of the Exploration Area [which is in 
turn defined as "the onshore and offshore areas within Somalia which are not the subject of a prior 
grant of petroleum rights by the Government or a predecessor of the Government...."] to be agreed 
between Soma and the Government which will be evaluated by the seismic survey and (if relevant) 
by the reprocessing of seismic data which Soma will conduct...and which will exclude any onshore 
areas of Federal Member States." 
25 It should, however, be noted that the Soma agreement provides for the possibility of negotiating 
PSAs only in "areas which are available to be granted by the Government without the direct 
participation of the governments of Federal Member States or holders of prior rights", or where the 
Federal Government has clarified its jurisdiction to do award a PSA. 
26 Although the FGC does not have responsibility for reviewing contracts signed by Regional 
Governments, it is aware that this is happening.  Apart from the 2014 Galmudug Region/Petro Quest 
Africa concession mentioned in paragraph c. ii on page 2, Galmudug is reported to have signed an oil 
and gas concession agreement with the UAE-based Link National Resources FZC in February 2015.  
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49. The core issue with the Soma contract is one that bears on sector policy.  The 
contract embodies exclusivity -- an automatic right for Soma to negotiate a PSA 
without competition.  While a 'green' Federal Government might have felt in 2013 
that it was unable to run a convincing bidding process and was happy to benefit 
from Soma's interest in reawakening oil exploration in Somalia,  the precedent that 
the contract sets is undesirable.  The data collection and brokerage agreement with 
Spectrum ASA , along with the draft CGG Data Services AG/Robertson GeoSpec 
International Ltd data brokerage contract, put Somalia in a position where it can 
now promote open geophysical data sales to petroleum companies, and can use this 
process to establish a competitive system of PSA allocations.   
 
50. The petroleum development strategy of the previous Ministry was based on 
single operators offering to acquire and/or analyze seismic data free of charge, in 
return for exclusive negotiation rights to PSAs of their choice (see also the 
Cooperation Agreement with Mubadala Oil and Gas Holding Company LLC, 
paragraphs 88-91).   This approach compromises Somalia's ability to market its 
petroleum resources to the highest and best-qualified bidders.  By foregoing 
structured competition in favor of discretionary PSA grants, the Federal 
Government is condoning  cherry-picking -- an approach likely to result in below-
market offers for the best petroleum blocks, followed by weaker interest in the 
remainder.  The only substantial justification for exclusivity is if there is either no 
prospect that investors will respond to a competitive bidding process, or if a 
particular operator offers unique advantages and is not prepared to make the 
investments necessary to submit a competitive bid.  Neither of these conditions 
apply in Somalia today.  
 
51. On August 3, 2015 the Somalia Eritrea Monitoring Group released a report on 
an investigation into Soma's relationship with the Ministry of Petroleum and 
Mineral Resources.  The report focuses on a Capacity Building Agreement signed 
with Soma by the Minister of Petroleum on April 27, 2014 and countersigned by 
Soma on May 15 (some 9 months after the signing of the main agreement). The 
SEMG report also draws attention to a letter signed by the Minister of Petroleum on 
May 8, 2014 extending the offshore area available to Soma for survey to include the 
Jora block (which Soma may also select as one of the areas in which it chooses to 
negotiation a Production Sharing Agreement on an exclusive basis). The Ministry 
did not bring either of these subsequent agreements to the attention of the FGC.  
 
52.  The SEMG report describes how 'capacity building' in this case amounted 
largely to the payment of monthly stipends to serving staff of the Ministry, and 
alleges that this set up a conflict of interest and was likely part of a 'quid pro quo' 
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designed to protect the Soma contract, not least from the FGC.  On August 25, the 
Wall Street Journal published a story reporting on these and other facets of the 
SEMG report: see http://www.wsj.com/articles/report-raises-questions-over-
somali-dealings-of-firm-headed-by-u-k-s-michael-howard-1440529699.  
 
53. On August 13 the Ministry of Petroleum and Mineral Resources denied any 
wrongdoing in interviews with journalists.  The Prime Minister subsequently 
created an investigatory committee consisting of Federal Government officials from 
outside the Ministry to investigate whether any laws or regulations have been 
transgressed, and to recommend remedies if they have been.  The committee is 
chaired by the Prime Minister’s Senior Policy Adviser and FGC Member Osman 
Yusuf, and will recently submit its report.  
 
Favori LLC 
 
54. This concession was signed on June 30, 2013 between the Minister of 
Information, Post, Telecommunication and Transportation and Favori LLC (Favori).  
The agreement authorizes Favori to upgrade and manage the Mogadishu 
International Airport for a period of 15 years; Favori is responsible for airport 
renovation, day-to-day management, ground handling, security, catering, terminal 
management, cargo management, and the operation of “governmental owned 
commercial units in front of the main terminal building”.  Airport renovation 
encompasses the construction of terminal buildings, the widening and paving of 
internal roads, lighting, and the construction of offices and other facilities necessary 
to the provision of the described in the agreement.  An initial premium of US$1.5 
million paid by Favori will be recovered from the payments to the Federal 
Government of 45 percent of Favori’s net earnings, which begin in Year 4 of the 
concession. 
 
55. The agreement was shared with the FGC on March 2, 2014, and a 
Confidential Assessment was provided on April 23, 2014.  The Assessment pointed 
out that the agreement lacks precision, and that this could give rise to 
misunderstandings -- for example, over the exact nature of certain planned 
improvements (e.g. "widening of the internal roads of the actual terminal building”), 
and of the equipment to be provided.  Other examples of vagueness include an 
absence of discussion of Favori’s fee structure, or of how Favori proposes to 
calculate its costs (other than by using “international accounting standards of profit 
and loss”).  With respect to revenue sharing, the contract does not specify any 
revenue targets or financial performance benchmarks/levels of service.  While 
either party may terminate the agreement at 90 days notice "by giving reasonable 

http://www.wsj.com/articles/report-raises-questions-over-somali-dealings-of-firm-headed-by-u-k-s-michael-howard-1440529699
http://www.wsj.com/articles/report-raises-questions-over-somali-dealings-of-firm-headed-by-u-k-s-michael-howard-1440529699
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reasons", it is not clear who is responsible for defining what is ‘reasonable’.  The 
Assessment therefore proposed that the Federal Government approach Favori to 
request adjustments to those terms of the agreement that are unclear or deficient.  
 
56. The Minster of Finance's letter of October 20, 2014 to the FGC (Annex 3) 
indicated that the Federal Government and Favori had in principle agreed to 
renegotiate the terms of the agreement in line with the recommendations in the 
Confidential Assessment, while taking account of Parliament's earlier objections to 
the contract, and concern that its terms should be aligned with the Interim Somali 
Constitution and applicable national law.  The main purpose of these discussions 
was to achieve greater contractual clarity and precision, particularly in relation to 
the basis for revenue sharing between the company and the Government.   The 
Federal Government had previously informed the FGC that it planned to begin 
discussions before the end of 2014 using an inter-governmental team from the 
ministries of Transport, Finance and Foreign Affairs.  The ALSF helped prepare the 
groundwork for the discussions.  
 
57. No such discussions took place.  The Council of Ministers was then dissolved, 
and there was no further progress on contract adjustment until the new Minister 
agreed with Favori in July 2015 on a process of renegotiation.   These negotiations 
have not yet begun.  To support the Ministry, the ALSF has contracted legal advice, 
and the World Bank is seeking to recruit an aviation specialist on a short-term 
contract.  After discussions with these experts, the Ministry plans to initiate 
renegotiations with Favori in Istanbul, and to conclude them prior to the end of this 
year.  
 
The Atlantic Marine Offshore Shipping Company Ltd.  
 
58. A service contract for the supply of six patrol vessels was signed between the 
Minister of Defense and the Atlantic Marine Offshore Shipping Company Ltd. 
(AMOSC) on July 29, 2013.  The cost to the Federal Government of the contract is 
€132 million.  It was sent to the FGC on March 2, 2014 and a Confidential 
Assessment was returned on June 1, 2014. 
 
59. While the contract has certain deficiencies from a Somali perspective, the 
over-riding issue is its affordability.  There was no provision in the 2014 or 2015 
Budgets for these outlays, and there is no realistic prospect that the contract can be 
financed from Treasury resources.  The contract stipulates that 25 percent of the 
contract was payable upon signature, a condition that was not met. 
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60. The CA advised cancellation on the grounds of unaffordability, while 
counseling that discussions should first take place with the company to explain the 
Government's fiscal circumstances and to ascertain -- as has been reported -- 
whether AMOSC has in fact sold the hulls that it initially laid down for Somalia.  The 
Ministry of Defense, which had not hitherto communicated with the FGC,  has 
recently requested FGC assistance in terminating the contract.  Once initial 
discussions have taken place between the Ministry and the company, the FGC is 
prepared to assist. 
 
Albayrak Turizm Inşaat Ticaret A.Ş. 
 
61. This major concession addresses the renovation and day-to-day operation of 
Mogadishu Port.  The agreement was signed between the Minister of Public Works 
and Reconstruction, Marine Transport, Ports and Energy and Albayrak Turizm 
Inşaat Ticaret A.Ş. (Albayrak) on October 24, 2013.  It grants Albayrak the "exclusive 
right to finance, rehabilitate, operate, manage, maintain, develop and optimize the 
Port of Mogadishu” for a period of 20 years, with the possibility of renewal.  The 
concession was sent to the FGC for review on April 22, 2014 and a Confidential 
Assessment was provided on June 1, 2014. This was followed on September 3 by a 
Supplementary Confidential Assessment (SCA) which focused on the annexes to the 
agreement, and recommended that the Ministry draw on the expertise of the World 
Bank to carry out some essential analytical work that would put the Ministry in a 
much better position to link the renegotiation process to a long-term vision of how 
Mogadishu Port can best be developed.  
 
62. The CA and the SCA found that the agreement establishes the basic 
parameters of a workable commercial relationship, but lacks important clarity.  
There are no measurable performance indicators.  There is no clear analytical basis 
for the division of revenue between Albayrak and the Federal Government.  The 
agreement's dispute resolution mechanisms appear inadequate, given the 
inexperience of Somalia's maritime regulator.  The CA also indicated that the length 
of the concession was worth reconsidering, with a promise of renewal if key 
performance indicators are met.  International experience, it was noted, shows that 
ambiguity in a contract of this kind can lead to labor disputes, non-competitive port 
costs and repressed government revenues.  The Confidential Assessment 
recommended that the Federal Government seek an amicable renegotiation of the 
contract's more troubling clauses. 
 
63. The Prime Minister instructed the Cabinet Subcommittee on Infrastructure to 
discuss the agreement in light of the Confidential Assessment, and asked the 
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Minister of Ports and Marine Transport and the Minister of Finance to undertake a 
review, including of the contract's implications for employment in the Port.  A report 
was prepared for the Prime Minister by the two ministries, and shared with the FGC 
on October 6, 2014.  The report noted that the agreement has the potential "to bring 
the Mogadishu port to prudent industry practices and standards", to increase 
Mogadishu's overall productivity, and to thereby enhance the prospect of peace and 
stability.  It also drew attention to the lack of a "credible procurement and 
concessions process", and recommended that the "Federal Government of Somalia 
would be best-served to review the difficult and unclear parts of the contract", and 
that the agreement should be renegotiated "without compromising its overall 
integrity".  The report proposed that clear performance guidelines should be 
introduced; costed and timed investment plans should be submitted, both by 
Albayrak and the Federal Government; and that steps should be taken to ensure that 
the performance of the company is supervised by a qualified supervising engineer 
(to be recruited if necessary from abroad).   
 
64. In light of the urgent need to reorganize Mogadishu Port, the Council of 
Ministers endorsed the handover of the management of the port to Albayrak, and on 
September 13, 2014 all pre-existing port operatives were given notices of 
termination and requested to remove their equipment.  The Minister of Finance 
informed the FGC that Federal Government revenues from Mogadishu Port had 
increased appreciably in October and November 2014. 
 
65. In November 2014, the Minister for Ports and Marine Transport visited 
Albayrak in Turkey, and discussed possible amendments to the agreement.  Shortly 
thereafter the Council of Ministers was dissolved, and no tangible progress has 
taken place since.  The FGC was recently informed that negotiations with Albayrak 
have been scheduled for early November 2015.  The current Minster has appealed 
to the World Bank for technical advice prior to the negotiations. The Bank will 
assist, consistent with its remit (the Bank may not participate directly in a 
commercial renegotiation process). 
 
TGS-NOPEC Geophysical Company ASA  
 
66. On July 15, 2014, at the initiative of the Prime Minster, a draft contract 
between the Federal Government and TGS-NOPEC Geophysical Company ASA (TGS-
NOPEC) was shared with the FGC.  The contract had been initiated by Galmudug 
Region, and related to the collection and marketing of oil and gas data in that region.  
A Confidential Assessment comparing this contract and the draft CGG/Robertson 
agreement was delivered on September 6, 2014.  The CA found that the two 
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agreements were incompatible because they overlapped with respect to services to 
be provided and geographical coverage.  In addition, it was felt that the draft 
CGG/Robertson agreement offered superior terms on revenue sharing, data 
ownership and the length of the exclusivity – while also providing for the rebuilding 
of Somalia's national petroleum database and associated training.   
 
67. The Ministry did not at first react to the CA, but after the change of Prime 
Minister and Council of Ministers, asked the FGC on August 9, 2015 for assistance 
with drafting a letter to inform the company that the Federal Government no longer 
wishes to pursue contract negotiations.  A suggested draft was sent on August 12.  
The FGC is awaiting confirmation that a letter has been sent to TGS-NOPEC. 
 
Somalia-FishGuard Ltd. 
 
68. This wide-ranging concession was signed between the Minister of National 
Resources and Somalia-FishGuard Ltd. (FishGuard) on July 25, 2013.  It was shared 
with the FGC on April 29, 2014 and a Confidential Assessment was delivered on July 
4, 2014.  
 
69. The CA pointed to serious difficulties in the agreement.  One is its level of 
ambition: it is most unusual to contract a single firm to manage every aspect of a 
country’s fisheries sector, including policy advice, legislative drafting, licensing, 
patrolling/enforcement, research, conservation and industrial development.  The 
15-year length of the exclusivity is well above industry norms.  The agreement does 
not clearly specify the capital, equipment, facilities, training and personnel that 
would be provided, nor does it establish delivery schedules or embody quality 
standards/performance benchmarks.  While the cost-sharing responsibilities of the 
parties are imprecise, the share of gross revenues accruing to FishGuard appears 
high when compared with other such contracts.  The agreement also embodies a 
potential conflict of interest: FishGuard is responsible both for selling fisheries 
licenses and for conserving the country's fisheries resources (these responsibilities 
are typically separated in fisheries service contracts).  The CA recommended either 
cancellation, or renegotiation of a contract with a much more limited scope.  
 
70. On November 21, 2014 the Minister of Fisheries and Marine Resources wrote 
to FishGuard drawing its attention to these problems, and proposing that the 
current agreement be replaced by a more tightly focused instrument concentrating 
on support for the creation of a Somalia Fisheries Protection Force.  
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71. FishGuard has subsequently suggested reducing the period of exclusivity 
somewhat, and addressing the above-mentioned conflict of interest by withdrawing 
from managing conservation matters on the Ministry’s behalf.  More fundamental 
differences between the Ministry and FishGuard have now emerged, though. 
Officials in the previous and the present Ministry have issued a number of tuna 
fishing licenses, mostly to Chinese companies, without involving FishGuard. 
FishGuard is claiming a share of those license fees, in accordance with the 
provisions of its contract -- so far without success.  FishGuard has not itself managed 
to issue any fishing licenses.  
 
72. Although the FishGuard contract is effectively sidelined, uncertainty over 
FishGuard’s role and divided views on the contract within the Government are 
interfering with the orderly development of Somalia’s fisheries sector.  Despite the 
stipulations in the 2014 Fisheries Law and the 2014 Beau Vallon Communiqué27 
that revenues must be shared between the Federal and Regional governments,  
there is currently no operative agreement on the issuance of licenses or the sharing 
of license revenues, nor any evidence that revenue from the licenses sold by the 
Ministry has been paid to the Regions (or indeed into the Federal Government's 
Single Treasury Account).  Puntland, moreover, has also been issuing its own fishing 
licenses.  FAO estimates that the country as a whole should be able to earn in excess 
of US$10 million per annum in fishing licenses without compromising the 
sustainability of Indian Ocean tuna stocks; this compares with an estimated 
maximum of US$2 million earned by all parties so far this year.  Attracting the more 
credible EU and global fishing fleets will require a revenue-sharing agreement to 
which Federal and Regional political leaders commit themselves.  Achieving such an 
agreement, in today’s atmosphere of competition and mistrust, will itself involve 
institutional and monitoring arrangements of the kind agreed to in principle in 
Addis Ababa last year28, but never enacted.  Funding to help implement the essential 
structures has been made available through FAO by the Government of Italy29.  

                                                        
27 A communiqué was signed on April 6, 2014 in Beau Vallon, Seychelles, by representatives of the 
Federal Government and the governments of Puntland, Somaliland, Galmudug and Jubba (as 
members of the Somalia Maritime Resource and Security Fisheries Working Group), which inter alia 
stipulated that "the Federal Government of Somalia may only issue licences for offshore highly 
migratory pelagic stocks after prior agreement with Puntland, Somaliland, Galmudug, Jubba 
Administration and other states with a mutual interest in these resources, on revenue sharing, 
transparency and other modalities, and a robust monitoring control and surveillance system 
infrastructure is implemented." 
28 On May 3, 2014, following a meeting chaired by FAO, a communiqué was signed in Addis by the 
Federal Vice-Minster of Fisheries and the Ministers responsible for fisheries in Puntland, Jubbaland 
and Galmudug.  The communiqué specified the establishment of a Federal Somali Fisheries Authority 
to manage, conserve and administer Somalia’s offshore migratory fishing stocks as well as a split of 
license revenue that gave 30% each to the Federal Government and Puntland and 20% each to 
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73. The Federal Government needs to resolve FishGuard’s anomalous 
contractual situation.  It is more than 15 months since the FGC Confidential 
Assessment, and the observations made at that time have been validated by 
subsequent events.  It should be noted that the Parliament has now called for the 
cancellation of this contract (paragraph 22).  Once convincing action has been taken, 
it is reasonable to expect that significant amounts of bilateral development financing 
now in limbo will be unblocked and made available to the sector30.  
 
Great Horn Development Company  
 
74. This framework agreement (FA) was signed between the Minister of Ports 
and Marine Transport and the Great Horn Development Company (GHDC) of 
Djibouti on April 29, 2014.   The FA provides GHDC (and its potential sub-
contractors) a six month period of exclusivity in which to plan, develop/rehabilitate 
and operate various ports and related road infrastructure (the ports in question are 
a new commercial port for Mogadishu at Elma'an, new fisheries harbors at Gara'ad, 
Egue and Barawe, and the existing ports of Kismayo and Bosaso).  That period has 
now passed.  The FA was shared with the FGC on October 20, 2014 and a 
Confidential Assessment was delivered on December 4, 2014. 
 
75. The CA noted that the FA makes no mention of the role of any regional 
administration.  Given that the Puntland and Jubbaland regional administrations 
exercise de facto control over the ports of Kismayo and Bosaso, it is unclear how the 
FGS could have delivered on the exclusivity granted GHDC in the FA.  This 
underscores the need for a dialogue between the Federal Government, the various 
port authorities and the regional governments to establish the rights and 
obligations of different levels of government in relation to port management.    
 

                                                                                                                                                                     
Jubbaland and Galmudug.  The agreement lacked high-level political support, however, and was not 
enacted.  It expired on 31 December, 2014. 
29 Under the Addis communiqué, the Federal Somali Fisheries Authority would require licensed 
fishing vessels to carry a Vessel Monitoring System to provide real-time data on their movements and 
location to all Regional governments. The Government of Italy has committed US$1.4 million via FAO 
to help set up the Federal Authority and licensing system, including provision of a Vessel Monitoring 
System.  Of this, some US$0.5 million was spent before FAO froze the project pending a decision by 
the Government on the future of the FishGuard contract.  Re-Activation of these funds also depends 
on the Federal Government and the Regions coming to a durable agreement for the management of 
the sector.  
30 Among those donors who have previously pledged assistance to the sector are the Governments of 
Norway and the UK. 
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76. The Ministry (now the Ministry of Ports and Shipping) has not reacted to the 
Confidential Assessment.   Moreover, in discussion with the FGC in September 2015, 
an official representing the Ministry appeared unaware that his Ministry had signed 
a contract with Great Horn Development Company.  The FGC has been unable to 
obtain further feedback. 
 
Polaris Energy SDN BHD 
 
77. An undated Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) was signed between the 
former Ministry of Water and Energy and Polaris Energy SDN BHD of Malaysia 
(Polaris), apparently in June 2014.  The contract was provided to the FGC on 
November 5, 2014, and a Confidential Assessment was provided on February 13, 
2015. 
 
78. The proposed project is intended to supply electricity to Mogadishu, and 
consists of a "fast track" Phase 1 of between 75 MW and 88 MW movable gas/diesel-
fired electrical power plants, and a "long term" Phase 2 of 450 MW dual fuel/coal 
fired electrical power plants. For Phase 2, Polaris intends to partner with China 
National Electrical Engineering Corporation (CNEEC), "or equivalent".  The 
estimated cost of Phase 1 is US$200 million, which the MOA states will be a "grant 
from Polaris to the People of Somalia". Phase 2 is estimated at c. US$1 billion, and 
the MOA indicates that "this option will require Government to government 
collaboration in which Polaris shall act as a facilitator". 
 
79. The Confidential Assessment pointed to a number of serious concerns, 
including the technical design and feasibility of the projects proposed by Polaris, 
and the need for a careful assessment of Polaris’ capacity to both finance and 
implement the proposed program.  The CA also recommended that the MOA be 
adjusted to make clear that it was a non-binding statement of intent, and must be 
followed by a formal, detailed agreement that addresses key issues left unspecified 
in the current MOA.  It was proposed that any such formal agreement should be 
confined to Phase 1 – and that the much larger Phase 2 project should be tendered 
competitively, on the basis of a specified scope of work and TORs that should only 
be drawn up after a power needs assessment has been carried out.  In addition, the 
Assessment recommended that the Federal Government should reconsider the 
wisdom of agreeing to a Phase 1 power solution that uses gas.  First of all, no gas has 
yet been extracted from the Afgooye field; second, alternatives to the gas/diesel 
plant proposed in the MOA using either diesel or HFO (heavy fuel oil) are likely to be 
considerably cheaper; and third, oil and gas concessions should not be handed out 
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to foreign interests in the ad hoc manner described in Polaris’ public statements 
about the program. 
 
80. The current Minister of Power and Water and his staff have studied the 
Confidential Assessment carefully.  The Minister met with officials from Polaris in 
July 2015 and indicated that he was unhappy with the MOA.  He also clarified that 
Somalia would not be able to contemplate the proposed Phase 2 US$1 billion 
"Government to Government guarantee" implicitly involving the PRC, and that no 
Afgooye gas concession could be considered unless all of Phase 2's arrangements 
were firmly in place.  The Ministry's preference is to set the MOA aside and to tender 
for electricity supply for Mogadishu on an open, competitive basis.   
 
81. The FGC was asked to offer advice on next steps. The FGC's view is that the 
Ministry should contract specific short-term technical assistance to help develop an 
electricity supply strategy for the capital, and to assist with the preparation of 
bidding documents.  The Interim National Procurement Board should then oversee 
the tender process. 
 
Spectrum ASA 
 
82. After a rocky start and up to the last hurdle, the process surrounding this 
document offers a model of how a ministry can use the advice of the FGC. 
 
83. A draft agreement between the then Minister of Petroleum and Mineral 
Resources and Spectrum ASA (Spectrum) of Norway, drawn up in October 2014, 
was brought to the FGC's attention by the Africa Legal Support Facility in mid-
November, 2014, but was not forwarded for FGC review by the Ministry at that time.  
Nonetheless, after its meeting of April 12, 2015 the FGC decided to review it.   
 
84. A Confidential Assessment was produced on July 3, 2015.  The Ministry, 
under new leadership, responded on July 11, 2015 providing key clarifications and 
taking account of most of the recommendations of the Assessment.  A 
Supplementary Confidential Assessment was sent on July 15, 2015 and the Ministry 
addressed all outstanding issues in its response/redraft of July 20, 2015. 
 
85. The Spectrum draft is another seismic data collection, processing and 
brokerage agreement.  It is of good quality, and the revised draft offers fair terms 
and provides adequate protections for the nation and the Federal Government.  
Importantly, the revised draft is in synch with the revised draft CGG/Robertson 
Geospec agreement of May 11, 2015, as well as with Soma's seismic data collection 
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work (which Spectrum proposes to 'infill'31) -- both in terms of areas of coverage, 
and rights to data marketing32.  In the expectation that both the Spectrum and 
CGG/Robertson contracts will be signed, the Confidential Assessment recommended 
that the Ministry of Petroleum and Mineral Resources ensure that the training and 
capacity building programs provided for in both draft contracts (as well as through 
ongoing Soma activity) should be carefully synchronized.  
 
86. Subsequent to this process, and following the publication of the SEMG report 
on Soma and the attention this drew to the Soma/Ministry of Petroleum capacity 
building program, Spectrum requested the removal of the capacity building 
elements from the agreement.  It is understood that this was done, and that  the 
agreement instead provides for early revenue payments directly to the Treasury 
Single Account in CBS: MOF would now allocate capacity development funds to the 
Ministry as part of the regular Budget process.  
 
87. The adjusted final version of the contract was signed on September 5, 2015 
without further reference to the FGC.  This seems to have happened out of a wish to 
respond quickly to the announcement on September 1 of the conclusion of a  
geophysical data acquisition contract between the Puntland Regional Government 
and the ION Geophysical Corporation of Houston, Texas (paragraph 48).  
 
Mubadala Oil and Gas Holding Company LLC 
 
88. This Cooperation Agreement was signed between the Federal Ministry of 
Petroleum and Mineral Resources and the (Mubadala) on June 18, 2014 (it is thus 
one of the contracts signed after April 23, 2014 (paragraph 5) .  The agreement is 
valid for two years.  The FGC heard of its existence in mid-2014 but was unable to 
obtain a copy until July 10, 2015.  
 
89. The Mubadala Development Company Oil & Gas Holding Company LLC is a 
reputable petroleum company wholly owned by the government of Abu Dhabi in the 
United Arab Emirates (UAE).  It is one of the Mubadala Development Company 
PJSC's group of companies.  
 

                                                        
31 By conducting more intensive seismic work in the areas surveyed by Soma. 
32 The May 11, 2015 CGG/Robertson Geospec draft contract makes clear that the data that 
CGG/Robertson can market exclusively is data collected prior to May 31, 2014. The Soma data, which 
Spectrum ASA would exclusively market along with the data it collects itself, was gathered after that 
date. 
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90. The Cooperation Agreement envisages an exchange process whereby the 
Federal Government provides Mubadala, free of cost, with seismic and other data on 
Somalia’s offshore blocks in return for analytical reports on that data.  Mubadala is 
then permitted to keep a copy of the data and to select offshore blocks for which it 
would be provided preferential rights to negotiate Production Sharing Agreements 
(PSAs).   The agreement is comparable to the Soma contract, in this case trading data 
analysis for the right to negotiate PSAs without competition.  As pointed out in 
paragraph 49, the data collection and brokerage agreement with Spectrum ASA and 
CGG/Robertson GeoSpec now enable Somalia to pursue a strategy involving open 
geophysical data sales and a competitive system of PSA allocations.  
 
91. The new leadership of the Ministry of Petroleum and Mineral Resources has 
told the FGC that it wishes to reconsider the petroleum exploration model embodied 
in the Soma and Mubadala contracts.  The Mubadala Cooperation Agreement has not 
so far been activated, and will expire on June 17, 2016 unless renewed by mutual 
agreement.  
 
ADCO Group of Companies 
 
92. In 2011 the Transitional Federal Government (TFG) decided to invite the 
ADCO Group of Companies (ADCO), a Somali entity based in Mogadishu, to collect 
the import tariffs due on khat shipments to Mogadishu on its behalf.  At that time the 
TFG was collecting approximately US$75,000 per month: ADCO had proposed to 
remit US$120,000 per month to the Treasury if it were granted this concession.  
ADCO’s proposed role was supported by a letter dated May 18, 2011 signed by 
several other khat importers.  After authorization by the Deputy Prime Minister, the 
Minister of Finance signed an initial agreement with ADCO on June 6, 2011.  This 
agreement was renewed four more times, with the monthly sum payable by ADCO 
continually adjusted upwards until it reached US$800,000 at the time of the final 
renewal on September 2, 2011. 
 
93. The contracts are very succinct, consisting of one side of Ministry of Finance 
official letterhead on which MOF acknowledges that ADCO has conformed with the 
stipulations of the previous contract, and extends the concession while adjusting the 
monthly sum due to MOF.  No description of ADCO’s obligations is provided, nor are 
any details of the account(s) into which ADCO payments should be made. The 
contracts specify that either party can withdraw from the arrangement by giving 30 
days notice.  They are copied to the Director General of the Ministry of Finance,  the 
Accountant General and the Customs Director.  
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94. The TFG/FGS’ decision to award a tax farming contract to a local company is 
not at issue, although the manner in which the contract was awarded lacked 
transparency, and the contract itself is more of a handshake than a serious legal 
agreement.  It does not appear to require any independent accounting for, or 
verification of, the relationship between the quantities of khat imported, the taxes 
collected and the fees that ADCO is required to pay.   
 
95. The most disturbing aspect of the contract from the FGC’s perspective, 
though, is that its own Chairman signed the last renewal of the concession without 
mentioning its existence to the FGC (paragraph 5).  
 
96. The present Chairman of the FGC and Minister of Finance terminated the 
arrangement as of June 15, 2015, in a letter dated May 14, 2015.  Since mid-June, 
MOF has once again been collecting khat tariffs directly. MOF figures for the first 25 
days of the new regime show that some US$947,024 was collected (equivalent to 
$1,136,428 for a 30-day month (compared to $800,000 under ADCO).  Even after 
adjusting for MOF’s collection costs, this enhanced figure suggests that the Treasury 
will earn more revenue by collecting khat taxes directly. 
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Annex 1 
 

A Note on Oil and Gas Contracting 
 
1. Legal Issues.  The question of whether or not Regional Governments have 
the authority to issue oil Production Sharing Agreements (PSAs) is disputed, in part 
because of legal ambiguities.   
 
2. The Transitional Federal Charter of 2004 states that "the natural resources of 
the country such as the minerals..…shall be public property and a law shall be 
enacted which defines the manner of exploitation for the common good," (Article 
67) and that "the Transitional Federal Government, shall on the coming into force of 
this Charter pass legislation ensuring equitable appropriation and allocation of 
resources in the country" (Article 13).  The Federal Petroleum Law passed by the 
Transitional Federal Parliament in 2008 states that "Petroleum belongs to the 
Somali nation and will be protected and distributed by the central government " 
(Article 3), and that "for the conduct of petroleum operation in Somalia [petroleum 
companies] can only and exclusively make agreement with the central Federal 
Government" (Article 11).  
 
3. Article 44 of the Provisional Constitution of the Federal Republic of Somalia , 
however (‘Natural Resources’), indicates that "The allocation of the natural 
resources of the Federal Republic of Somalia shall be negotiated by, and agreed 
upon, by the Federal Government and the Federal Member States in accordance 
with this Constitution".   This creates an inconsistency with the Petroleum Law over 
the respective roles of the Federal and Governments –- though it does not allow 
Regional Governments to grant petroleum rights unilaterally without negotiation 
with, and agreement from, the Federal Government.  The picture is further 
complicated, however, by Article 142 of the Provisional Constitution, which states 
"Federal Member States existing prior to the provisional adoption of this Provisional 
Constitution by a National Constituent Assembly shall retain and exercise powers 
endowed by their own State Constitution".  
 
4. Anyone concerned with the stability of the country will recognize the 
dangers posed by a lack of consultation and trust between the Federal and Regional 
Governments when granting petroleum exploration rights, particularly in a 
contestable legal environment.  It is a fact of history that violent conflict can erupt in 
fragile environments where petroleum resource rights and income sharing 
arrangements are in dispute.  A foretaste of potential trouble can be seen in the 
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apparent ‘tit-for-tat’ awards of seismic data acquisition and marketing contracts by 
Puntland and then the Federal Government (to ION Geophysical Corporation and 
Spectrum ASA respectively) in September 2015 (paragraph 49).  
 
5. A Shared Vision for the Sector.  The overriding issue in the oil and gas 
sector is the lack of a shared Federal - Regional vision on ownership, control and 
revenue sharing.  This requires agreement on a legal and fiscal framework to govern 
the sector.  
 
6. The current absence of a such a framework -- and the doubts this casts on the 
legality of signing oil-related contracts with any party in Somalia -- is probably 
inhibiting interest in the country by the larger global players.  There are clear 
parallels with the fisheries sector (paragraphs 71-72),  where the lack of any 
transparent licensing system and well-publicized friction between the Federal and 
Regional Governments has put the more reputable fishing fleets off applying for 
licenses, and has reduced Somali’s potential fisheries income to perhaps one-fifth of 
what it could be.   
 
7. The Federal authorities have informed the World Bank33 and other donor 
partners that they are committed to achieving an acceptable agreement on oil and 
gas ownership, management and wealth-sharing with the Regions. They have also 
indicated that the initial stage of this discussion should take place at a political level 
among Somali officials.  This phase should be time-bound, however.  If ‘internal’ 
bargaining continues too long it may raise doubts about the true nature of the 
wealth sharing discussions underway; this will also increase the risk of unilateral 
action by disaffected Regional Governments.   
 
8. By the end of this year the internal process should transition into a more 
public phase of discussion about ownership, resource control, wealth-sharing 
formulae, the design of a national regulatory authority in which Regional 
Governments participate, and the procedures whereby the Federal and Regional 
Governments will market data, invite and negotiate exploration/bids from 

                                                        
33 The former Minister of Petroleum and Mineral Resources formally requested the World Bank to 
broker a series of high-level consultative meetings on petroleum ownership, control and revenue-
sharing, to take place involving both Federal and Regional stakeholders.  The aim of these meetings 
was to reach agreements between Federal and Regional authorities that could, with appropriate 
technical support, be embedded into the Provisional Constitution and form a revised petroleum legal 
framework.  The World Bank also offered petroleum negotiation support was also part of the 
package that the World Bank was offering.  The meetings were expected kick off in Istanbul in April 
2015, but the Federal Government at that point indicated that it needed to conduct a process of 
confidence-building of its own first.  
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international oil companies, manage revenues and build capacity in the sector in a 
rational and comprehensive manner (in contrast to the ad hoc project-by-project 
offers now being received).  The center-piece of the proposed World Bank 
Petroleum Project is to facilitate the consultative process needed to reach a shared 
set of Federal-Regional understandings.  Decisions made will need to be formulated 
as adjustments to the 2008 Petroleum Law to bring it in line with the Transitional 
Constitution: the Petroleum Law will need to recognize the dual principles of 
federation and devolution.  Amendments to the Transitional Constitution will also 
be needed to reflect the new shared vision.  
 
9. The Somalia Eritrea Monitoring Group in its 2015 report calls once again for 
the implementation of clear legal and policy frameworks to govern the extractives 
industries in Somalia.  The Monitoring Group also repeats its recommendation that 
the UN Security Council place a moratorium on all Somali oil and gas extraction until 
such time as a robust legal and fiscal framework is in place. 
 
10. The Federal Government has not welcomed the idea of a UN-enforced 
moratorium34.  The external imposition of such a measure is seen as an invasion of 
the nation’s sovereignty. 
 
11. The FGC, however, does strongly recommend both to the Federal and the 
Regional Governments that they do not permit any exploratory drilling by 
international oil companies until a new legal and fiscal framework for the sector is 
in place.  Exploration drilling could uncover commercially-viable oil or gas deposits, 
and this could spark serious discord between Federal and Regional governments.  
 
12. Competitive Tendering.  The absence of open competition in the sector 
encourages a perpetuation of the secretive deal-making that has helped sow 
mistrust and suspicion between the Federal and the Regional Governments.   
 
13. It was plausible to argue even as recently as a year ago that the nascent 
Federal Government was in no position to mount competitive tendering.  That 
argument is becoming a tired one.   Competitive process is enshrined in the Public 
Procurement, Concessions and Disposal Act which has been under review for a year 
and a half.  The Interim National Procurement Board has been created, and with 
adequate technical support can pioneer the process of drawing up tender 
documents and running competitive bids (a first effort is suggested in relation to 
                                                        
34 See Bloomberg account of the October 2, 2015 press conference with the Minister of Finance 
(“Somali Government Rejects Proposed UN Moratorium on Oil Deals’) as well as Bloomberg’s October 
9, 2015  story on Puntland’s similar rejection.  
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Mogadishu’s electricity supply, paragraph d. on page 3).   Donors are now better 
able to deploy in-time technical assistance on short trips to Mogadishu.  Four 
contracts will soon be in play and together will deliver high-quality seismic data and 
data interpretations – the Soma, CGG/Robertson and Spectrum ASA Federal deals, 
and the ION deal signed by Puntland.  These, if managed well and in a more 
cooperative inter-governmental spirit, will provide the basis for the competitive 
exploration of those on- and offshore blocks which are not ‘spoken for’ under legacy 
contracts.  
 
14. In countries with no previous petroleum discoveries, the approach taken to 
exploration is often similar to what has happened so far in Somalia.  Investors, often 
with their host government backing,  make unsolicited applications to develop 
production blocks, offering data acquisition/enhancement/marketing and capacity 
building benefits in return for a right to select blocks for exploration.  Agreements 
are then negotiated without any exposure to competition.  Such negotiations 
typically lack transparency and accountability, and usually result in deals that are 
sub-optimal for the country.  
 
15. Not only is it important to carry out competitive tendering: the manner in 
which it is organized is important.  Bidders should be subject to a pre-qualification 
process that reviews their exploration track record and operating experience in 
similar environments, and the review process should be rigorous enough to filter 
out shady and inexperienced entrepreneurs in favor of competent and well-financed 
companies with reputations to protect.  Open bidding allows governments to ensure 
that important policy outcomes,  such as the maintenance of environmental 
safeguards and the provision of adequate benefits and opportunities to affected 
communities, are built into the structure of the oil & gas industry.   
 
16. Once a decision has been made to introduce competitive tendering in the 
sector, the FGC will support the emergent national procurement evaluation and 
oversight bodies (in particular the Interim National Procurement Board, and the 
Inter-Ministerial Concessions Committee that will succeed it) as they structure 
public tendering processes.  The FGC will also continue to review any draft oil and 
gas agreements against the new legal and fiscal framework. 
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Annex 2 
 

The Somalia Eritrea Monitoring Group and 'Secret Contracting' 
 
The Monitoring Group's 2014 Report 
 
1. In its October 2014 report on Somalia, the Somalia Eritrea Monitoring Group 
(the Monitoring Group) discussed the phenomenon of 'secret contracting'.  The 
report highlighted the ad hoc, opaque and non-competitive system of granting 
contracts and concessions in place in Somalia.  The report also stated that many 
more concessions and contracts had been signed than had come to the attention to 
the FGC: “Sources have informed the Monitoring Group that dozens of contracts 
have been signed”35.  Such claims could not be substantiated in the report, however. 
 
2. Annex 5.1 of the October 2014 report lists the following examples of ’secret 
contracts’:  

 
a. The Soma Oil and Gas Exploration Limited concession (discussed in 

paragraphs 42 - 53);  
b. The Mubadala Oil and Gas Holding Company LLC contract (in July 2015 

this was finally shared with the FGC by the current Minister of Petroleum 
and Mineral Resources. The Monitoring Group report points to a potential 
conflict of interest in the agreement; COI issues are discussed in the FGC’s 
Confidential Assessment. See paragraphs 88-91);  

c. The Shell, ExxonMobil and BP pre-FGS legacy contracts (these do not 
need to be reviewed by the FGC until and unless specific reactivation 
negotiations take place, but the Monitoring Group was right to be 
concerned that honoring them could potentially conflict with the 
emerging reality of federalism);  

d. The Turksom contract (this is a  private sector deal that is not of direct 
concern to the FGC);  

e. The FishGuard concession (discussed in paragraphs 68-73; the 
Monitoring Group report in Annex 5.1.d contains a letter authorizing 
FishGuard to act as the FGS’ agent, which the FGC had not previously 
seen);  

f. The National Theatre contract (this appears to be a bilateral arrangement 
between the FGS and the PRC, and thus not within the FGC's purview to 

                                                        
35 The report states that A footnote on page 28 of the report then cites a statement by “one senior 
official” that 25-30 such contracts were signed in the six months leading up to June 2014. 
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review); 
g. The UNSOA contract (this is a UN contract and not within the FGC's scope 

of work). 
 

3. The Monitoring Group also recommended that a moratorium should be 
placed on all oil licensing until legal understandings have been reached between the 
FGS and the regions about the ownership of/rights to Somalia’s natural resources. 
 
The Monitoring Group and the FGC 
 
4. Although the Monitoring Group and the FGC have different mandates, are 
authorized by different bodies and use different approaches, they share some basic 
common goals.  The Monitoring Group is empowered by the UN Security Council to 
investigate threats to the stability of Somalia.  While its primary focus is on security 
issues such as illegal arms trafficking and piracy as well as the traffic in illegal 
substances such as charcoal, its mandate also encompasses economic 
mismanagement insofar as this is likely to damage state legitimacy and contribute to 
political discord.   This is why the Monitoring Group concerns itself with evidence of 
public sector corruption and financial diversion.  The Monitoring Group has written 
extensively about various aspects of corruption in its reports on the Central Bank of 
Somalia (2013), the Shulman Rogers asset recovery contract (2014), ‘secret 
contracting’ (2014) and the Soma Capacity Building Agreement (2015).   The 
Monitoring Group works akin to a forensic auditor, obtaining statements and 
documentary evidence from a wide variety of official and unofficial sources, many of 
whom remain anonymous for reasons of personal or professional security. 
 
5. The goal of the FGC is to advise on and in some cases oversee aspects of 
Federal Government public financial management (PFM).  The theory underlying 
the creation of the FGC is that PFM reform is essential to legitimate state building, 
and that an advisory/oversight organization consisting of serving Federal officials 
and independent IFI delegates can contribute to the resolution of internal disputes 
that may not otherwise progress quickly enough to sustain a process of peaceful 
change.  In structure, the FGC is a nine-person hybrid institution, consisting of six 
serving Somali officials36 and three delegates appointed by the World Bank, the 
African Development Bank and the IMF.  The FGC is principally advisory, though it 
has been given specific oversight duties by the Federal Government (with respect to 
the implementation of the National Asset Recovery Strategy and the review of all 
                                                        
36 Currently the Minister of Finance (Chair), the Governor of the Central Bank, the Chair of the 
Parliamentary Finance and Development Committee, the Solicitor-General and Senior Policy Advisers 
to the President and to the Prime Minister. 
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concessions and contracts of over US$5 million signed and/or drafted by Federal 
Government agencies).   The FGC’s modus operandi is to rely above all on the 
provision of objective information and policy recommendations to Somali policy-
makers and, where appropriate, to the Somali public and the international 
community.  The FGC’s credibility derives from technical ability and political 
neutrality.  
 
6. Contact between the Monitoring Group and the FGC began in April 2014, 
when the Coordinator of the Monitoring Group approached the FGC to offer early 
verbal ‘visibility’ of the contents of its forthcoming report on Shulman Rogers 
contract, and to establish a channel of communication.  Since then the Monitoring 
Group has been a valuable source of concessions and contracts for the FGC.  
Specifically, the Monitoring Group has shared with the FGC the Somalia-FishGuard 
concession, and its knowledge of three other contracts: a contract with a Chinese 
company for the renovation of the National Theatre; a contract for the 
reconstruction of El Man port (the refurbishment of Elma'an port is one of the ports 
included in the Framework Agreement with the Great Horn Development Company, 
which the Chair of the FGC subsequently asked the FGC to review); and the ADCO 
khat tax collection concession.  The Monitoring Group has also made the FGC aware 
of the existence of food and logistics contracts in the security sector; existing 
contracts will now require FGC Confidential Assessments, and future contracts will 
be tendered through the Interim National Procurement Board, with FGC support.  
 
7. On August 3, 2015 the FGC met formally with the Monitoring Group, and 
agreed on a protocol for communication that is captured in the letter of September 
5, 2015 from the Chair of the FGC to the Coordinator of the Monitoring Group.  The 
letter proposes that anything of a formal nature should be addressed to the Chair of 
the FGC and the Coordinator of the Monitoring Group respectively, while FGC 
members and Monitoring Group team members should feel free to liaise informally 
on matters of mutual interest.  The Monitoring Group had asked for observer status 
at future FGC meetings.  The letter answers thus: “This is a request that has come 
the FGC's way on several occasions in the past, and for the sake of confidentiality 
and consistency we and the SRDF Executive Steering Committee that oversees our 
work have decided that aspects of FGC meetings should be kept confidential -- as 
our revised TORs state, "there may be occasions on which the FGC chooses to 
maintain confidentiality of discussions, to ensure that it can preserve a “safe space” 
for debate or where legal issues require it." Given the special status of the SEMG and 
the importance of building a substantive, trusting relationship, though, we would 
like to propose that the FGC should host a regular session with the SEMG in all of our 
future meetings”.   
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8. It should be noted that the FGC's Confidential Assessments have not been 
shared with the Monitoring Group.  The FGC aims to restrict these CAs to a small 
circle of those who need to have them for review and renegotiation purposes, since 
they contain sensitive proprietary information on current contracts.  Once a 
review/renegotiation of a contract has been completed, though, a redacted version 
of each CA will be released to the public by the FGC. 
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Annex 3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  
 

 
 
 

 
   October 20, 2014  
To:  FGC Members 
 
Re: Progress  Report on the Review of Government Contracts/Concessions 
 
In my capacity as the chair of the Financial Governance Committee (FGC), the 
Ministry of Finance has been following up with the various government agencies 
and ministries to ensure that the recommendations made by the FGC following 
their review of the specified government contracts are implemented.  
 
In addition, I would like to report that the Prime Minister has reiterated his support 
and the commitment of the government in ensuring transparency and 
accountability in all government dealings. It is in this regard, that he has directed 
the relevant subcommittees of the Council of Ministers to look into a number of 
government contracts already reviewed by the FGC. I have also issued reminder 
letters to the relevant ministries, seeking updates on the progress of contracts 
against the FGC recommendations.  
 
This brief report sets out the actions undertaken by the government and the 
Ministry of Finance since the last FGC retreat meeting. A key summary of some of 
these actions are highlighted herein below :- 
 
Favori Ltd. Airport Contract 
 

Jamhuuriyadda Federaalka Soomaaliya 
Wasaaradda Maaliyadda 

Xafiiska Wasiirka 
 
 

Xaf 
XafiiskaWasiirkuxigeengka 

 جمهورية الصومال الفيدرالية 
 وزارة المالية 

وزيرالمكتب   
 

 
 
 

Xaf 
XafiiskaWasiirkuxigeengka 

The Federal Republic of Somali 
Ministry of Finance 

Office of the Minister 
 
 
 

Xaf 
XafiiskaWasiirkuxigeengka 
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x FGC advice on this contract was shared with the Minister of Finance on 
April 23rd, 2014. 

 
x In view of the national importance of this contract and recognizant of the 

urgent need for the upgrade on the Mogadishu Airport, the Government 
and Favori have agreed in principle to renegotiate the terms of this 
contract. This renegotiation is to be undertaken in line with the 
recommendations made by the FGC and in line with comments received 
from Parliament to ensure that the terms of the contract are aligned to the 
Somali Constitution and national laws. The amendments to be sought will 
seek to enhance and clarify the language of the contract especially on the  
provisions setting out the terms on income sharing. 

 
x The process of renegotiation was set to be undertaken in September 

2014 following certain milestones/progress in building works being 
achieved by Favori. 

 
x An inter- ministerial committee comprising of representatives from the 

Ministry of Transport,  Ministry of Finance and Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
has been set up to spearhead this review. 

 
x Legal assistance is being obtained from the Africa Legal Support Facility 

provided by the AfDB and the new lawyer is to be engaged to assist as a 
priority in this review. 

 
x Further letters and reminders seeking updates on progress made against 

FGC recommendations were issued by me in August 2014 to the Ministry 
of Transport and Civil Aviation.  

 
 Albayrak Turizm Inşaat Ticaret A.Ş 
 
x FGC advice on this contract was shared with the Minister of Finance on 

May 27th, 2014, and advice on contract annexes was shared with the 
Minister of Finance at a later date. 
  

x The Prime Minister (PM) during the weekly meetings of the Council of 
Ministers included discussions on this contract to the agenda of the 
Subcommittee on Infrastructure.  
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x The PM directed the Minister in charge of Ports and the Minister of 
Finance to explore the economic and legal implications of this contract, to 
include a review on the financial benefits such as employment creation. 
This report was delivered to the PM and FGC members. 

 
x Following discussions with the cabinet and in light of the urgent needs of 

the Port, the cabinet endorsed the handover of the Port management to 
the Company. However, there is also an understanding that aspects of the 
contract require amendment and this will continue to be pursued.  

 
CGG/Robertson GeoSpec 
 

x FGC advice on this contract was shared with the Minister of Finance on 
March 8th, 2014. 

 
x The PM has directed the economic subcommittee of the Council of 

Ministers to report on the economic/financial implications of this contract. 
 

x Minister of Petroleum informed the Cabinet that the contract had been 
modified in line with FGC advice. However, the Ministry of Finance has 
since undertaken an initial review of the new contract and has found that 
only a limited number of the changes advised have been implemented. 
 

x The Minister of Finance plans to write to the Prime Minister, informing him 
that the amendments to the contract have not been made satisfactorily and 
on the need for negotiations in order to comply with FGC 
recommendations. 

  
AMO Shipping Company Ltd (AMOSC) 
 

x FGC advice on this contract was shared with the Minister of Finance on 
May 27th, 2014. 

 
x No action has yet been taken, pending advice from the AfDB lawyers on 

the need to, and implications of, terminating this contract. 
 

Simatech International 
 

x FGC advice on this contract was shared with the Minister of Finance on 
April 16th, 2014. 
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x Reminder letters seeking updates on whether FGC recommendations 

have been incorporated were sent out to the Minister in charge of Ports. 
 

x Legal advice to be sought from AfDB lawyers. 
 

FishGuard  
 

x FGC advice on this contract was shared with the Minister of Finance on 
July 4th, 2014. 

 
x Further letters attaching FGC recommendations have been sent out to the 

Fisheries Ministry. We have also requested an update on the progress 
made on the FGC recommendations so far. 

 
x Legal advice to be sought from AfDB lawyers. 

 
TGS-NOPEC Geophysical Company ASA (TGSM)  
 

x This contract was submitted to the FGC for review but has not been signed 
by the FGS.  

 
x Initial comments and questions were submitted by the FGC to the Minister 

of Finance on October 16th, 2014. 
 
x It is our understanding now that this contract is no longer being pursued by 

the government. 
  

Shulman Rogers Contract 
 

x The Governor of the Central Bank of Somalia cancelled the Shulman 
Rogers contract for asset recovery.  

x The government has selected a new attorney to represent it from a shortlist 
provided by the StAR Initiative.  

 
Hussein Abdi Halane 
Minister for Finance    
 


